Volkswagens suck

What ever happened to quality? And what happened to standing by the quality of your product?
I wonder the actual tests Volkswagon puts their cars through before rolling them out to the
public. Many VW owner have the same problems and complaints with their cars. Volkswagon
has very little customer satisfaction. I have had re-occurring problems with my Jetta and now
that it is no longer under warranty the same things that were replaced numerous times while
under warranty I now have to pay for or fix myself. If the items were replaced with parts that had
a longer life or was of expected quality I wouldn't be complaining and this website would not
exist. VW sells poor quality and is a company that isn't committed to making things right. I
found it better to warn the consumer before they waste their money. Don't drink the VW
Kool-Aid! Its not like VW owners tear-up their cars. Most are a bit protective of their precious
VW. I got over that a long time ago. My car has less than 27, miles on it right now and I think I've
had maybe someone ride in the back less than a handful of times over the years. And I refer to it
as my "piece-of-shit" car. Volkswagon's recall method is terrible. They have documented cases
of re-occurring problems and only appear to issue recalls if there is the chance the car will
catch on fire because of a flaw and yes, this appears to be common with VWs. They won't do a
recall in order to fix something they know will break unless there is a large number of known
serious injuries. They even release re-occurring problems in service bulletins to their service
departments. This doesn't really help the consumer. As my warning to the consumer:
Volkswagon sucks. One recall notice I received last month July via mail had an official recall
date of Jan 23, Yes, that is Appears they decided to take their time sending me the actual recall
notice since my car was one of , that were potentially affected. Always got that car payment bill
on time, but when it comes to my safety that didn't seem to be a high priority. I guess it was
good I took it in for the recall before the car caught on fire. There have been numerous
problems. I'll list a few: service department stripped oil plug and it leaked oil, transmission
shifts jerky, cracked windshield when delivered, only one screw holding in plastic piece under
bumper near each front wheel dragged one for miles when it came loose , strange wax
substance on windows when rolled down and back up at times, black film on inside of
windshield over time more than likely pumped from the engine into the cabin - no I don't smoke
and no one has ever smoked in my car , glove box broke and had to be replaced twice , mold
smell when using AC I've had other cars and none of them have had this problem , and
numerous squeeks and rattles that I put up with. There are two things about my car that have
bothered me the most and required repeat repairs. One could be classified as being cosmetic. I
have found that when the temperature reaches around degrees the glue that holds the strip
melts and lets loose. So, driving in hot weather would lead to the door trim slowly working its
way off the door. I have seen other Jetta's with all their door trims missing, so its not something
specific to my car. I've taken the car in several times and had the trim replaced. Since they
actually remove the trim all together and replace it with a new part the slightly faded color of the
car doesn't match the new trim making it stand out. I had to take the car back many times to
have the door trim on the same door replaced!!! One time I asked the mechanic if they could put
some stronger glue on it. They wouldn't because it would "void the warranty". And if I decided
to glue it that would also "void the warranty". This is the big one since its about to cost quite a
bit and I'm rather upset over it. The previous day the driver side power window stopped
working. It wouldn't go down. They scheduled an appointment for the following Tuesday for me
to drop the car off at AM about a week away. A few days later the front passenger side window
stopped functioning as well and would not go down. So, I called the VW service department
back and they said it was probably the little plastic clips for the window in the door that many
VW owners have had break. VW had even extended the warranty surprising to cover these clips
since they finally realized they screwed up and the clips needed to be metal. I had previously
brought my car in for the same problem because of the clip issue before they realized they had
a serious problem. Previously the window motors, regulators, and the little clips were bad and
were replaced. Anyway, the Monday night at around PM the day before I was to bring my car in
they call and reschedule my appointment another week out the next Tuesday because "they
were overloaded". So, I had to adjust my schedule for them. I was kind to them on the phone my
wife was cussing them in the background. Rolling forward another week I bring the car in I said,
"I should be in the computer as having an appointment". The service worker said, "we don't use
computers for that". I'm thinking "great! After finally working the scheduling mess out I drove
home in a rental. Atleast they did offer to pay for that - except for the gas. Today, Aug 6, I get a
call from the service folks. Turns out the regulator and window motor for both front windows
are shot and need replacing. I've even had one of those regulators replaced before under
warranty. Remember, the car is only a few years old. With this car and VW's track record with
poor quality these will more than likely need to be replaced again within the next few years.
What a piece of crap!! About two years ago I stopped telling others that VWs are nice cars. A

co-worker bought one after I raved about mine. He has had numerous problems as well. Many of
them are repetitive problems as well. Now I warn people how bad Volkswagon sucks - even
when they see me get out of my Jetta and ask me what I think of Volkswagon. This is actually a
common question. I guess this would explain why VW is advertising more now because
previous owners no longer recommend them. I won't even go into the issues I have had with the
service department in Little Rock over the years. Unorganized bunch of monkeys A few links
Top Quality Study July 8, - Volkswagon is in the top 5 of being cars that have the most problems
for a 3-year old car. More reasons why Volkswagon's should be avoided. A great place to do
your homework before buying any car or just to look up if the car you own is known to
mysteriously catch fire. Be sure to checkout their discussion page. They have several posts on
VW fires - worth the read. Simply scarey. Information on a possible class action suit. If you have
more links, would like to send me a comment, or have your own story click here. Could part of
the Volkswagon defects originate from being manufactured in Mexico? Dodge Ram just moved
their frames factory to Mexico putting around hard working Milwaukee residents out of work.
Never cared for Dodge. Care even less now. Cheap labor to make cheap cars. It appears GM,
Ford, and Toyota also have plants there. Sounds like they went to the school of Volkswagon:
"forget quality, el-cheapo labor is the way to go. We don't care 'cause we got the consumers
money. The poor quality products with the added costs in the service shops is catching up to
them finally. This is the beginning of the end. I always thought it interesting that the people that
work at VW dealership service shops don't drive Volkswagens. Sometimes even a monkey
knows better. Its funny that my local VW dealer keeps sending me notifications that my Jetta
needs to be serviced when I got rid of the piece of crap several months ago. I don't regret it at
all. Click here for a scan of the letter. I've also included a transcribed version with my comments
in red. Even other companies are taking note how crappy VWs are and are trying to make a buck
on you because of it. So, let's reflect on the past and the VW quality from through Problems per
vehicles : Even thought they've improved in - look at the trend below in the table
up-down-up-down - they will more than likely have more problems the next year. It's got a 4
cyclinder in it. Off road? Probably have better luck off-road with a Scion "milk truck". So, getting
back to the numbers - VW is still one of the top car brands that suck! Brand 5 year average
Scion Dodge Saab Mitsubishi Jeep Mazda HUMMER Volkwagen Suzuki Land Rover Yes, I know
its Volkswag en and not Volkswag on - but some people spell it with an "on" not even knowing
it should be "en". It doesn't make a difference - they still suck, and this website has been
created to voice experiences and opinions about how bad they suck! April The following chart
shows where VW ranks - at the bottom: JD Power May Its funny that my local VW dealer keeps
sending me notifications that my Jetta needs to be serviced when I got rid of the piece of crap
several months ago. JD Power July Still near the bottom of quality. JD Power June JD Power
So, let's reflect on the past and the VW quality from through Problems per vehicles : Even
thought they've improved in - look at the trend below in the table up-down-up-down - they will
more than likely have more problems the next year. Read up on Nazi founded Wolfsburg,
Germany - where the new Tiguan is to be built. A: It depends on your credit, current lease terms,
and willingness to take a balloon payment! Q: What is the difference between a Volkswagen and
a porcupine? A: Porcupines have pricks on the outside. Q: What should you do if you find three
Volkswagen owners buried up to their neck in cement? A: Get more cement. Q: What do
Volkswagen owners and a bottle of beer have in common? A: They're both empty from the neck
up. Q: What is the smallest part of an Volkswagen? A: The owners brain. Q: What is the
Volkswagen owner's most ardent wish? A: A bigger penis. Q: What is a fast VW like coming out
of the closet? A: You surprise everyone at first, but in the end your still gay. What do VWs and
tampons have in common? Want to hear a car joke? Volkswagen Jetta. What should you do if
you find three Volkswagen owners buried up to their neck in cement? Get more cement. What's
the difference between a Volkswagen owner and a carp? One is a bottom-feeding, scum sucker,
and the other is a fish. According to a new poll 91 percent of people are satisfied with their lives.
The other 9 percent own a Volkswagen. She browses around, spots the Top-of-the-line VW
Touareg and walks over to inspect it. As she bends over to feel the fine leather upholstery, she
inadvertently breaks Wind. Very embarrassed, she looks around nervously to see if anyone has
noticed her little accident and prays that a sales person doesn't pop up right now. As she turns
around, her worst nightmare materializes in the form of a salesman standing right behind her.
Cool as a cucumber and displaying complete professionalism, the salesman greets the lady
With, "Good day, Madame. How may we help you today? When the police arrived at the scene,
the lawyer was complaining bitterly about the damage to his precious Touareg. The top was
down, the breeze was blowing through what was left of his hair, and he decided to open her up.
As the needle jumped up to 90 mph, he suddenly saw flashing red and blue lights behind him.
The needle hit , The cop came up to him, took his license without a word, and examined it and

the car. I don't feel like more paperwork, so if you can give me an excuse for your driving that I
haven't heard before, you can go. I was afraid you were trying to give her back. Click Here to
Bookmark Jokes4us. Back to: Miscellaneous Jokes : Corporate Jokes. I always thought they
were great cars, really reliable, solid and comfortable. Now I am starting to change my views
after repeatedly encountering the VAG stance on letting customers pay for expensive problems
caused by their known design faults. The tipping point was my new Transporter Multivan with k
miles on it. Not a lot of miles for a VW and certainly not for a workhorse such as the T5. This is
my second T5 with 2. Its a pretty solid motor with no timing belt to be replaced. Howeverâ€¦ it
makes up for that by the other faults that manifest themselves. I took the car to the dealer to
show the rust coming from underneath and eating away at the paint on the rocker panel. The
dealer took pictures and submitted them to Volkswagen Canada. Yesterday i. This is
preposterous. The rust was bleeding through from underneath causing the paint to peel away.
There is no lack of care, or failure to promptly repair. I did not get any third party rustproofing
done, so there was no use of any inferior rustproofing agent or method. There is no evidence of
environmental damage. Although Volkswagen Canada has a 12 year warranty against rust, this
warranty appears worthless. Like Like. Of course VW sucks. I had the infamous coil problem in
the s, I had a brand new Passat bust the oil seal after 3,00 miles. I have every fan motor possible
go bad, leaking seals of all types, CV joint problemsâ€¦. That scandal was caused by pure
arrogance and that has been going on for a long, long time. So, all of us that have been
dismissed, dissed and frustrated by that arrogance are about to get redemption when the USA
and other countries sue them big time for lying and fraud. Let them fall hardâ€¦. Wait, a Porsche
Cayenne which was a remarkably good carâ€¦. And they keep buying that garbage!!! And the
dealership stories are fantastic, except I want to do my curriculum updates and go home. Why
would people buy such garbage? Just look at the resale value of these welfare sleds. See class
action lawsuit in the USA for this exact problem. Perfectly good car going to the scrap yard as a
result! Yes dealing with outrageous issues with my Tiguan with only thousand km on it. They
are telling me the motor blew. How crazy is that And I also own a A5 convertible which was my
dream car. Sad to report I have had a ton of problems with it. The Audi has not even reached
thousand km and has never touched the snow. I will never buy another VW again!!! I concur.
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Join 1 other follower. Create a free website or blog at WordPress. This happened to me too. The
problem is caused by either one of two things, both of which unbalance the wheel rim s â€” you
need to check the front wheels first: The first one is most likely. Pop the bonnet and let it slam
shut. VW made a clever interlock to stop you losing your fingers if the bonnet is up, key turned
on and wipers turned on intermittent. Too bad it works if the bonnet is not all the way up; in fact
it works if it is not up at all and only the feckin latch is poppedâ€¦. Hmm, odometer on my passat
says 4. Also the driveway stinks like exhaust fumes after parking the car. The manifold is not
made from cast iron, instead VW use a thin, sheet steel, alloy. The welds at the points where it
attaches to the block freqently fail and exhaust leaks into the cab. Sometimes only one weld
fails, sometimes all the welds fail. Depending on how bad the leaks are you might not actually
smell the fumes but just be getting headaches and coughing a lot. If you smell exhaust fumes
when driving, you almost definitely have this problem. This problem is expensive and time
consuming to repair. VW will not pay for any of it. After VW switched to a cast manifold which
has no welds to crack. Buying a used T5? Check for black oil in power steering resevior first
and save yourself a lot of hassle. The power steering pump connects directly to the engine. It is
sealed against engine oil ingress with an O ring seal. This seal fails and oil contaminates the
steering fluid requiring an expensive pump replacement. If the steering rack is badly
contaminated it needs to be replaced too. I visited the VW dealer and asked them to repair it.
The seal should never fail. It is not a moving part subject to wear and tear. It fails because it is a
bad design. VW are well aware of the problem but refused to repair it. Instead they let customers
pay for their mistakes. Email Address:. Skip to content. Home Why VW suck. Posted on January

15, by farterland. This applies to all cars, not only VW. Does it feel like your car is vibrating
when you drive at speed? To check for this, remove a front wheel front causes vibration more
than rear when out of balance. After the wheel is off, turn it so you can inspect the inside of the
rim. Scrape the inside of the rim with a coin etc. You need to check around the entire rim since it
may be only in one spot. Clean the entire rim. Check at least the front two wheels. It is possible
to blast it off if you are over zealous with the jet wash. Look too see if there is a cleaner area
similar to the shape of the other weights. If this is the case you will need to have the wheel
re-balanced at a workshop unless you find the weight on the ground, in which case, stick it back
with glue. Please feedback if this helps you. Share this: Tweet. Like this: Like Loading Posted in
car problems , Uncategorized Tagged at speed , jet wash , out of balance , power wash , shaking
, shimmying , vibrating , vibration , wheel , wheels Leave a comment. Posted on March 21, by
farterland. So the wipers are fucked on your T5? Posted in Uncategorized , vw t5 problems
Tagged failure , not working , t5 , transporter , vw , windscreen , wipers Leave a comment.
Posted on December 27, by farterland. Maybe VW lied about the fuel economy? Oh, yes they
did. Posted in Uncategorized Leave a comment. Getting headaches driving your T5? Posted on
October 13, by farterland. Posted in Uncategorized Tagged exhaust , exhaust leak , fumes ,
manifold , multivan , shuttle , t5 , transporter , weld , welds fail 9 Comments. Posted in
Uncategorized Tagged , , 5 cylinder , fail , failure , multivan , oil in power steering , power
steering pump , shuttle , steering gasket failure , steering pump failire , steering seal failure , t5 ,
tdi , transporter , volkswagen , volkswagon , vw Leave a comment. Follow Blog via Email Enter
your email address to follow this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Join 1
other follower. Volkswagen Sucks. Blog at WordPress. I understand that all cars, no matter what
the brand have their issues, however, V. When looking to purchase a car I looked at Passats and
loved the way they looked. Also, in regard to what they sold for new the depreciation was huge.
Cars with fairly low mileage and only a couple of years old were selling around 12k. Then I read
various used car reviews. The Passat was almost the complete opposite. Most of the issues
seem to have been electrical. There are two Passat owners in my neighborhood. A couple of
weeks ago I noticed one had its brake lights stuck on. The other was towed away this afternoon
which was what prompted this post. There is also a Beetle the always seems to have a D. VWs
take a lot of grief, much of it well-earned. I bought my first one when I was in Highschool back in
So I go way back. I have always loved the way they drove and handled. Too be honest not too
many were good. I finally got smart and stopped buying them in I was so in love with this brand
and loyal, but they all turned out to be very expensive and I had a lot of break downs and
expensive repairs. A lot of the cars were fixed under warranty too. Volkswagens have a Jekyll
and Hyde personality. Owners like them because they handle well, have very good seats, a nice
interior and generally look good. However, beneath that solid German engineered exterior you
have inferior electronics, engines that are subject to sludging and blowing head gaskets, weak
automatic transmissions and a number of other weak areas, all of them expensive to fix. My
neighbor went through this agony with her Passat. Past problems documented are
instrumentation, drive train, fuel system, climate control system, transmissions, engine
problems gaskets. The Passat is made in Germany, but other models sold here are made in
Mexico, in a plant that has had many problems. If you ask a diehard VW owner about his car he
will not likey tell you the complete truth. Most play down the problems as they are a sensitive
lot. Others will add comments, but to own a VW you should be a tech-savvy type with a very
dedicated approach to maintenance. I know you like your diesel beetle; have you had any
issues at all with it? Valve adjustments every 6, miles on the old Beetles was a pain. Was this a
look into the future? Recently I was looking at a timing belt chart. That finishes me off right
there. The VW owners 8 I know have electrical quirks a bit more often. However go into the kk
range with no mechanical problems with engine or transmission. They all seem to use
independent VW mechanics. They all love the way their cars drive and feel. My sis in law has k
on a Jetta loaded version. It has few mechanical failures just electrical. They fix things as they
break and change the oil. Timing belt, plugs, and belts done at k. I had very few problems with
any of them. I believe that VW do tend to have more problems, especially electrical, than most
other cars. I would guess, but have no reason to support it the average VW owner may well take
less care of their cars and cause some of those problems. I have seen a lot of attempts to gather
information about average defects, but as someone who spent my professional life working with
statistics that none of them were really convincing. Not that they were unfair, but that they left a
lot of room for error in the results. Getting really good data is very difficult. Last The reported
differences, IMO really are too small to worry about. If you want to worry about them I have no
objection, nor would I suggest you were foolish. I worked for VW for a number of years and ran
across very few people who hated their VWs to the point they would not buy another. Do they
have problems? Yes, but so does everyone else. Honda main relays, ignition switches Recall ,

Honda lighting Recall , Toyota lighting Recall , Subaru headlight wiring, and so on and so onâ€¦
The surface is not even scratched on this issue. As to the author of that story, there could be a
bit more to that. He states someone needed brakes at 20k miles. You figure? Hard to believe
that someone could run the brakes off a car in that short of a time frame so it must be the car.
He states a water pump impeller broke. Again, so what. He states the electric windows failed,
one by one. He states that Toyota does the right thing when a problem occurs. ONLY when
backed into a corner will they do the right thing. Apparently this guy never read the story about
2 Toyota execs being arrested for conspiring to cover up a ball joint problem. Or the story about
the Mitsubishi CEO being arrested for the same. Or Subaru covering up a steering rack pinion
spring to avoid a Recall issuance. Sure they do the right thing. Never change the trans fluid one
time, drive it aggressively for 80k miles, and then carp when a problem occurs. Same with a
head gasket. Never check anything, ignore a blown fan fuse or whatever, drive it 30 miles with
the temp gauge pegged out, and then snivel about a head gasket when it lets go. The bottom
line is that for every single problem anyone can pick out on a VW, another car make will have its
own unique, and sometimes the same, kind of problem. She agreed, and I gave her the money.
Sure enough, we broke up 6 months later. I soon discovered that the car was more annoying
than she was. I quickly pulled over and checked everything, but found nothing wrong. The
dealer told me that it might need new updated oil pressure senders, so I replaced both the low
and high senders and picked up a VW oil filter. A few days later, the same thing happened. A
mechanic at the dealership told me that the 10W oil was too thin. He suggested 15W I tried it
and the problem went away. And then all the problems from poor engineering and lousy quality
started. VW figured that if you were stupid enough to buy their car, you were the type of person
who would lock yourself out of it daily. This was just wonderful during those heavy rain storms.
The windshield leaked and started falling out. I could grab the edge from the outside and pull it
out enough to reach my sun glasses on the dashboard. The water pump seal went, and it was
so difficult to reach, I sent it out. Of course, they replaced the timing belt too because that drove
the water pump. I had to bring it back to the dealer twice after that because it had no power after
they replaced the belt. Then there was the lack of heat. In the summer, the AC smelled like feet.
The voltage regulator died on Christmas eve. I needed to buy a huge 20 something mm metric
wrench to replace the fuel filter. And would it have killed them to put separate indicators in the
dash for left and right turns? I accidentally stumbled upon the secret compartment in the
dashboard while upside down trying to get heat to come out of the cardboard duct work. The CV
joint blew out without any warning while I was in a parking garage. The headlights kept filling
with water. The sunroof leaked. This thing made the Yugo look good. Never again. I have wanted
a VW diesel for the longest time but the only VW dealer in this town are a rude and ignorant lot.
Even though the odds seem to be in your favor, there are a lot of little problems that could bug
you during the lifetime of the car. Unfortunately: that lifetime runs concurrently with the lifetime
of the owner, if only for a short time. If our vocabulary were made up from four letter words and
we liked to walk everywhere, we would then be free to take the risk of our choice and laugh in
the face of folly. If we have spare money, we might go for the handling, the seats and the
protection from high-speed rollover crashes, which usually comes with a Volkswagen. Sorry
about your experience, but I would guess she treated the car worse than she treated you, so
you should expect problems. Yea, rude dealers of any brand are far to common. But I do have
several mechanics in my area and I do have a diesel VW and I would certainly buy another. I
could write a book with all the problems I had. They were all bought new and treated very well. I
remember driving off the lot with a new GTI and having the check engine light go on. It was a
brand new car and it needed a new waterpump. I also had a clutch go and yes I know how to
drive a stick. It turns out they put in a defective clutch, then they replaced it you guessed it with
another defective one I also had another GTI that was 1 year old and all the rubber trim around
every window started to crack and needed to be replaced. I could go on and on. I also had a new
Beetle which they bought back after only 3, painful miles. It took me a long time to get away
from VW because like someone said were a loyal bunch that will never tell you the real truth
about a Volkswagen. I feel better excuse the rant. Agree with OK that most cars have some
problems. After all, no car is perfect. However, the frequency of failure and the number of
problem areas per car model make Volkswagens stand out. Since there are far more Hondas
and Toyotas on the road than Volkswagens, you probably see more of those in your shop. The
repair frequency for Volkswagens increases dramatically as the car ages. The average odometer
readings for those cars are similar, at 99, for the Corolla and 93, for the Volkswagen. Average
repair cost for each repair for a Volkswagen are also considerably higher than for Toyota,
Honda and Mazda. Looking back, this level of repairs was something we were used to in the
60s, but the cost then was considerably less. JD Power agrees. VW has been near the bottom
for many years. Porsche and Audi have improved recently, but no their cousin, VW. Are

Volkswagens as bad as they seem? What a great article. Thanks for the link! I too thank you for
this. The article is well written and highly informative. However, problems with VWs that I read
about make me not want to rush out and buy another. I don't consider that all that bad. Yes,
VWs are as bad as they seem. The sales manager did not even have the integrity to come out
himself. After thinking about it, felt they were very dishonest. Were given four different pricing
options. I questioned the payout on a lease as they told me I could pay it off after 6 months.
They would not provide any payoff detail and said they were not required to. I even asked to
speak to the finance person. Buyer beware. Went with good intentions to Dave Strong
Volkswagen. Be very, very careful. I will share my experience with all that I know are
considering purchasing a vehicle from Dave Strong. Businesses need to have integrity to. I feel
Strong VW lied to get a sale. Bait and Switch The ultimate bait and switch shop. In reality that
price is available only IF all eligible discounts can be applied veteran, recent grad, eligible
trade-in bonus, vw customer loyolty, etc. Reality is nobody gets every discount. The above
reviews are on Google and reflect real customer experiences at. We even have Golf wagons and
hatchbacks including the exciting Golf Alltrack. In addition to our new inventory, we also have a
wide range of used vehicles, and we can even help with any VW service or maintenance that
you may need. Strong Volkswagen is part of the Strong Auto Group which has been going
strong as a family-owned business in Salt Lake City since the s. When you come to us, you can
expect to be treated with respect, courtesy, and honesty. We hope you come to our VW location
soon. Here you can see what their customers have said. Skip to content. I feel Strong VW lied to
get a sale Update: We was told that by leasing it, it would be cheaper then buying it outright,
went to refinance to get out of the lease and it is over what the vehicle is even worth. Feel like
we was told a lie to get a sale Bait and Switch The ultimate bait and switch shop. See more in
the Gallery. I just needed to get the code in to authorize my site. As everyone knows, I work for
Volkswagen. While VW has a die hard loyal following, no one can argue that they have earned
some negative press over the last years. A question came to me from Brandon on the FB page.
Here is some of our conversation regarding the issue. You can see the whole conversation here.
I want to give you a better answer than I can at at midnight. I will put something together for you
tomorrow. Thanks for liking the page, and I will answer all you questions tomorrow. Humble
Mechanic. I think I gave him the answer that he was looking for. I did want to expand a little
about his concerns. Like I told Brandon, the loudest voices are the ones that are complaining.
All of the social sites have given people a voice that they have not had since small town
America. I think its amazing that we have this at our disposal. This does however allow people
to complain about any and everything. I must have entered 20 phrases trying to find one. What
does that mean? Well, before we buy something, we want to research the problems. Or, we have
a problem and want to see what issues others are having. Well, I hope that I have answered the
question for Brandon and anyone else that might be concerned about cars and the negative
thinks we read. What do you guys think? I think Brandon is dead on with his concerns, but just
like anything else we need to take the information given and make our own choices. A good
friend of mine is a nurse, and she is helping us me included build a first aid kit for our car! Very
good article between you and Brandon. It also helped me to understand more about the VW. My
Passat had almost , miles on it and I still took it on road trips. It started perfect every time,
shifted great, and got over 30mpg on the highway. What else can you ask for? It is the owners
responsibility to do their part. MOST of the time that works out really good. I must say.. Ive
spent much more time and money on it than any other car ive ever owned. It starts right up
every time and runs strong with , miles. Since theyre so commonly compared to honda ill share
my story on that. Cost me over bucks to fix NOT at a dealer! So every car has its flukes or
strange brakes. That being said, I see that from time to time. Not much worse than seeing a car
that has been well maintained have some type of catastrophic failure. I never claimed that VW
has more of a following than other manufacturers. All brands have their fans, and they all have
people that will never own another one. For me, I will never own another Ford again. The one I
had was a pile of junk. Does that mean that all Fords are junk. It just means that I wont own one,
and if anyone asks how I feel I will be more than happy to tell them. VW has no shortage of
people that hate them They are 3rd from the bottom in initial quality for Not exactly a glowing
review is it? Yet people buy new and used VWs every day. I looked up an issue today I am
having with my VW jetta that I found to be an issue with many, which did not surprise me as I
am not a first time VW owner. Apparently headliner issues,ignition coil problems and in my prior
vehicle a heat shield issue which became a huge issue for me over time, are not exclusive to
just me or bad luck. I fell in love years ago with the handling during a test drive of a Passat,
could not afford the car, but vowed one day I would. When I finally bought my Passat used , I
had been driving it for about two months before it caught on fire, VW even though I did not
purchase from them along with my insurance stepped in and repaired the car. I should have

sold it immediately, but I loved the car and had no idea how many problems I would encounter
from not only the Passat, the long term damage from the fire under the car but from VW repair
themselves, who I trusted and will never, ever do so again. The part the replaced under the car
fell off while I was driving down the 95 turnpike.. I called the dealership.. It was apparent I had
serious issues with their mechanical abilities and managerial staff it amazed me under those
extreme circumstances no alternatives were offered. Test drove everything, tried everything,
from trucks to small cars, fast, slow, everything. Nothing had the handling, control, and to be
honest, pickup of my Passat. I tried going to Honda, Toyota, subaru, accura.. I could not afford
the Passat I wanted so I agonized for some time and eventually purchased a Jetta 2. I guess you
cant have great on a budget.. I like the cars.. I really do but the company needs to do something
to satisfy the customers who have legitimate complaints. Their customer service is horrible and
I apologize, the service department was just as poor. But I have been in a VW while on fire,
again, while a part installed by a certified VW dealership repair shop fell off and almost caused
serious,serious damage to those in my car and others. The company itself is marketing an
affordable car line which is expensive to fix with major mechanical issues.. Like I said, I loved
the vehicle.. My neighbor still dives his s bus, its in great shape and he loves it.. A VW is an
interactive vehicle.. Know what you are buying.. I sadly I have heard similar stories. I have seen
VW step up and help customers a lot. Then I hear stories like yours. I think a lot has to do with
the dealer. A good dealer will go the extra mile for their customers. Toyota sells way more than
a lot of auto companies for a reason. Ive Owen 5 toyotas each has been really really really good.
I resently I bought a vw Tiguan because i wanted to start having luxury sorta cars and I. Had soo
many problems with the car. I couldnt wait till the lease was over to go get a lexus wich is in the
toyota family. Jhon, Thanks for the comment. I hate that you had issues with your Tiguan. That
has really been one of our better cars overall. I am glad you found a car company that fits you
and your needs. I think my wife feels that way about her Nissan. At 70K miles the water pump
went out leaving me stranded on the highway. Dealer replaced it at no charge due to the number
of water pump issues this model had. I traded in the car at 97K miles with no other issues. I
turned off the car and restarted it and was able to drive to the dealer. Some of the repairs were
not covered under warranty. Are VWs expensive to own and maintain? You bet. Do VWs offer
state of the art powertrains that handle and perform well? Obviously, because they continue to
make the most fun to drive cars, that offer the latest technology, and will possibly leave you
stranded or spending a lot out of pocket after warranty expires. Germans make good cars, but
they could learn a lot from Japan when it comes to reliablity. Wkonrad Well said! How do you
like your SI? The cheapened interior in the Civic SI is rock hard door sills and what a joke
console rest ; the seats feel like sitting on a board, and the engine hangs revs in between shifts
ruining the fun of an excellent manual shifter. I guess this is common in recent manual shift
cars not just Honda in order to pass US emission standards, and is termed Lean Throttle Burn.
The stereo is great and controls are easy to use. I was thinking the Golf GTD would be the
perfect blend of practicality, performance assuming it ever comes to US and fuel economy.
Huge mistake. Anyways, today there are other options for a drivers car, better options, better
interiors, better handling, and better steering feel, oh and all for a cheaper price, with better
electronics packages, that work. I have an Aprilia motorcycleâ€¦. Never again. It has a 16mm x 1.
Yeah I have 25 of them I ordered from the internet. Keeping these stupid vehicles running is a
full time job. I like driving, but I like being able to relax and not be frantically trying to find stupid
sized parts, and paying 5X as much for them. This is just a fool me once fool me twice game.
Sure you can buy a VW once, but if you do it again, your a sucker. Same with the Aprilia
motorcycle, so I got suckered once, never again. Looks are only skin deep, the price of keeping
it running live forever, which is my time. Honestly I got a new Ford Focus as a rental, seemed
pretty niceâ€¦.. Interesting article on reliability. I dipped back into VW in having owned 7 of
them. Basic machinery rock solid. Not a squeak. The new antenna just broke. VW says sorry. I
just posted the same story!! My exhaust pressure valve cost more and they eventually paid for
it. The car is solid as a rock, not a squeak or rattle and when delivered was literally defect free.
None, nada. But then â€¦. Thanks to everyone for sharing their VW stories, good and bad. I
currently have a Toyota and my family has had Toyotas in the past. From experience, they have
great reliability. I do want a more sporty drive that the GLI should fulfil, but at the same time I
might get a FR-S to satisfy this craving along with having reasonable confidence with Toyota
Scion reliability. Switches, intake manifold, 3 door latches. Third VW my family has owned, and
the last vw we will ever own. Other than manufacturer defects and things breaking all the time, it
drives great! I was stationed in Germany for 3 years, and never heard a complaint about a single
VW ever. Return to the states and tears are falling from every nook and cranny of the internet. I
was never so happy that a car was totaled, not to mention for being a top rated safety pick my
whole family was jarred and injured in a 25 mph collision that ended up totaling the

vehicleâ€¦Hyundai quality at its best right. Yeah the window regulators worked just fine, and the
engine may well have run into the k territory with no issues, but overall it was a P. The engine
had 70 more horsepower in the Hyundai 2. Are you getting the picture here. I buy cars for how
they drive and how confident I am in them while driving them; thats the safest feature of any
vehicle, knowing you can control the vehicle in a bad situation. Americans treat their cars like
their kitchen appliances and they wonder why they have problems doing so. A car is a machine,
much like an Aircraft I was an aircraft mechanic for 6 years Both require care and attention, and
any car that can just go without that care and attention will become a death trap eventually;
toyota, honda, and hyundai included. VW makes a great car, just not a great car for an American
market. Came across this forum and I know my reply is WAY after your original post, butâ€¦â€¦.
European VWs are made in Europe. My GTI has K miles on it. Original engine and fuel injection.
Mechanics in Europe, from what I understand, are not paid of flat rate. That does have change
the way a mechanic tackles a problem. Hi there. Hi there to Everyone. Did you hire out a
designer to create your theme? Superb work! LOL, What a joke statement. Hello, I have a
service question and scenario and I would appreciate advice and help. Last week, I drove about
15 miles parked my car and returned to start my car. The oil light sensor came on immediately, I
drove a block to the gas station and it stalled right as I was rolling in the lot. When they lifted it
on the flatbed oil came gushing out on the flat bed. Ultimately, the oil plug light came undone
and errors are turbo system and the glow light. The dealership I had it towed to is different from
the dealership that serviced it. So, I guess they played a whose fault is it and who will repair it
game between the managers. Finally, the guys who serviced it are going to repair it. I was
advised to get in writing that any further engine problems needs to be checked first, to make
sure it has nothing to do with the oil plug not being replaced. Well, this is awkward to ask for
and the guy that I am dealing with, so far is acting like he is doing me a favor. My biggest worry
is this the start of more engine problems? How should I approach this? Do I get stern with him?
It is their fault this happened in the first place. But what should I ask for? Thank you.
Christianne, I am really sorry that happened. I have seen it happen a few times. It stinks for
everyone involved. I would recommend getting as much in writing as possible. I would also
recommend calling VWofA and let them know about the situation. Not necessarily to just
complain, but so they have it on record as well. Usually when this happens, the damage is
known right away. I have seen cars towed in with no oil and be fine. I have also seen engines
and turbos need to be replaced. I am currently considering a Jetta TDI. I have k on my Corolla
and have only done oil changes, brakes, etc. I like the looks of the Jetta and would like to be
able to buy a VW without the fear of dumping money into a car weighing on my mind. I drive 75
miles round trip for work each day and most of those miles are highway so the diesel makes
more sense than the hybrids offered by everyone else. On average, what are VW part prices like
compared to the Japanese and American car makers? Jr The easy answer is that VW parts are
typically more expensive than other car makers. German car parts are almost always more than
Japanese car parts. Diesels are generally better for your type of driving than Hybrids. I have
considered going the extra couple thousand dollars and getting a Passat. What is that stuff
priced like and do you know if it is available at an auto parts store versus the dealer? Thanks for
taking time to give your opinion based on your experiences at VW. I agree that most people
search for problems as do I. The reason is that problems cost time and money. I work for the
previous owner who meticulously maintained the car until 59k when I purchased it. She sold it
because the water pump went out, was replaced under warranty, then went out again after a few
weeks. I figured it was a fluke and purchased the car. I told the service guy that I was contacting
VW America to see if I could get around that and he quickly clarified that he meant that if those
items were not fixed and the pump failed again they would not cover it. I replaced my diverter
valve a few months ago and the car is clean, no leaks. Even if there is a small oil leak, how
would that cause a water pump to go bad? Not a good feeling at all. The car is a joy to drive
though. A Golf was constantly in the shop for warranty work due to hard starting and hesitation
when accelerating. One time as I was leaving the dealership service center, the car backfired as
I was pulling out! Fix it again please. Traded it in for a Jetta. It was even worse. Hand brake
lever, door handles, battery and battery tray, all had to be replaced. They told me it was because
I ran cheap gas in the car, but all it had ever had was Exxon Supreme. The problems went on
and on, so I contacted VWofA and they told me a rep would come down to check out my car. No
one ever did. I traded it in on a used BMW and it was a fantastic car, but eventually I almost
wore it out and decided to try VW once more. I bought a Jetta turbo. Within a month it was in the
shop for various squeaks and rattles, which they would fix would the noise would return in a
month or so. In the summer, waxy undercoating would ooze out of the doors onto the rocker
panels. Rubberized trim pieces in the interior peeled off. The front suspension groaned in turns.
Window regulators had to be replaced. Most of these were covered under warranty but when the

problems continued and the warranty ran out, I bailed. Three Volkswagens, three disasters.
Never again! Hey Tim, I thanks for the comment. You sure did have one hell of a time with VWs!
I hate that for ya man. If I had the same experience I would be right there with ya. Glad to hear
that your BMWs have been good. Agreed with what you said. It really is just people
complaining. A great example is the Ford Pinto, great car, ultra reliable. Just a bunch of whiners
that makes Ford quality look bad! And we all know they skewed those numbers about reliability!
I am going to be in the market for a new sedan in the near futureâ€¦am thinking the Honda
Accord manual shift, Mazda 6 manual shift, or just saw the Passat TDI manual shift. Is VW
improving at all. German engineering is not good and the VW and Audi family are of the worst
quality from experiences shared by family and friends and the internet searches as well. Is it
worth the risk? Yes, I will admit there have been problems. Expensive ones I might add.
However, as has been mentioned in previous posts, that happens with any car. You must be an
informed consumer. German parts tend to be more expensive and repairs can really drain your
wallet, but this is something you need to plan for when purchasing a vehicle. However, I must
say, I will continue to stay w German engineering because of the thrill of driving these vehicles.
My first tiguan had several brake issues requiring that I replace the brakes 3 times before 90k. I
also had an issue w my stereo that had to be replaced 5 times lost 30 cds in the process. I admit
I was really let down w my first vw experience. I then purchased the Audi a4. By far the most
amazing vehicle I have ever owned. Absolutely ZERO problems. The key is to be informed. I find
this subject extremely interesting because I have experienced both worlds of VW. I was forced
to leave that dealer in the middle of now where with a VW Passat and have had absolutely no
problems with it whatsoever. That was a big relief to me especially after being in and out of the
shop with my Jetta at least 1 time a week for 4 months! I have a TDI wagon. I LOVE this car, but
never another. Not on maintenance, on fixing broken stuff. The machine is great, the
mechanicals are like a rock, the incidentals are totally incompetent Mexican suppliers? I found
this website as I was trying to find more info on how easy it is to work on VW, as I like to work
on my cars myself. I do not expect the vehicle to ever break. Trust me I own a Focus which gave
me a lot of trouble over the years but never left me stranded. What I do expect is for a well
maintained vehicle not have catastrophic failures whichever make you choose. Too bad for me,
I believe and VW are the best looking cars out thereâ€¦. VW Touarg lover baby get some!!! Did I
forget the twin turbos and hp oh sorry lol. Bottomlineâ€¦ some auto companies produce more
reliable cars than others. For example, Toyota produces more reliable cars than Ford. Honda
produces more reliable cars than VW. Anecdotal evidence about VW reliability is just that. VW
makes great cars that last a long time but have more problems than on average. Other car
makers like Volvo and Mercedes are in the same boat. And if it was just maintenance, according
to reliability reports, apparently some car owners of certain brands have more difficulty
following maintenance schedules than others? I agree with you whole-heartedly. Stick to the
maintenance schedules, anticipate potential repair costs, and I predict most vw owners would
concur, vws are unlike any other vehicle when it comes to the simple enjoyment of driving the
car. As an update to my previous post, my tiguan needed to have the turbo completely replaced.
A k cost. However, the dealership advised me to contact vw customer care to inform them of my
loyalty to the company and to find out whether they may help w the repair cost. Utlimately, vw
opted to pay for the entire repair w no out of pocket cost to meâ€¦. All as a result of my
customer loyalty record. Ive since traded the tiguan on a passat tsi se. Have owned many VWs
since mid 70s as well as a 69 convertible. Have had issues, many listed by others in this forum
over the years. Currently have Tiguan and one of the first CCs. CC with 70K miles has been
flawless, a hoot to drive and beautiful to look at. I have a Jetta TDI with k on it. It has only
started to give me a slight amount of grief after the k mark. I do hear that the newer TDIs have
some pretty expensive problems. They do have some high priced repairs. Some of the
maintenance is pricey too. Cute pup in the pic btw. Having owned Golf and Jetta from new, my
opinion is that both cars are great when working fine. They both have unexpected issues much
more than the Honda or even Mercedes that we had. Our Golf MK4 went in to be fixed by them
many time and they often broke something else with the original issues unresolved. We tried all
the local VW, same crappy services. On top of that, they tended to blame us for defects and
even asked us never to return after they broke our car. Eventually, I had to fix the Golf myself
whenever possible. Just bought the parts from them and watch videos online and fix them
properly. It is not rocket science. During the process I also discovered they broken many parts
in hidden areas. Some parts were even missing. This is just absurd but I am not surprised
because I have very low expectation of them. Can they use their own brains? They asked if I
wanted the door panels to be removed for inspection, thanks but no thanks because I know they
would just screw up my car further. I am ok with products with issues if they can fix them,
problem solved. We used to have 2 Mercedes and we had 2 local dealerships. One is like VW,

shady and incompetent. The other is fast and professional. Their techs always fixed things in
one shot, no surprise. Guess why? It was run by the Mercedes headquarter directly. Well
deserve it. We own 3 cars with the same exact mileage of miles. But the VW is the safest car
with the lowest fatality rate. My mother in law purchased a vw jetta with the 2. It currently has
km and every button and knob are original right down to the hubcaps. The motor and trans have
never been rebuilt this car will not die. Its always been well maintained and it shows! Das Auto.
Smelly aircon after the first four months. Dealer replaced ac filter at cost to me but scent
returned months later. I changed the filter myself after and the scent again returned. I plan to
replace the filter again but also purchase an ac system antibacterial cleaning spray. Easy fix.
The passenger ac vent main one in centre console is partially stuck open at all times. Driver
side door does not lock wth the remote button press but the alarm arms when I press lock. The
door can be locked by using the physical key. Ignition cool issues starting in August around
40k miles. Replaced them myself. Common problem on VW it seems. Mechatronic unit failure in
February after 52k miles. I refused and argued with the dealer that this issue is common and
that it should be replaced under goodwill as I was out of warranty after 2 years. Dealer replaces
under goodwill after I stand my ground considering that Vw just imitated a world wide recall on
mechatronic units at the time in this transmission. April got the car back from the dealer and
was told that the waterpump was leaking. August my roof headliner dropped in the back by the
passenger light above the back seat. This is a common problem I researched that happens in
hot humid climates such as in the Caribbean and Florida. No overheating and I drive
conservatively. It drives like no other within its price bracket amongst new vehicles and
regularly keeps up with cars double its price with respect to performance. The radiator is the
last straw. The car is doing miles. I love VW but it feels like they do parts testing via the
customers. I learned a lot owning this car as a first purchase. VW group has VERY impressive
tech and information databases for you to fix everything yourself and just learn about why they
used certain technology types. I am an enthusiast and even I find the issues are too much so
worst yet for those who are not car enthusiasts but deal with the same issues. I am going to fix
all the problems with my car so the next owner gets a healthy car but this reliability issue makes
me upset. VW has been below average for many, many years 1. Thanks for another informative
web site. Where else could I get that type of info written in such an ideal way? Although I am a
self admitted VW nut, and leaned to be a gear head by doing these repairs from kind folks like
Charles and Paul shopdap. I only learned about this after watching Charles videos, and the
checked the cam follower on my gti. Sure enough, it had a hole in it. No recall from VW, no
technical service bulletin recommending everyone get it changed, every VW dealer I visited for
the 20k checkup never said a word about it. What kind of crap service is that when a vehicle has
a known fault? Fun, sporty, affordable german engineering, easy to mod, great community,
amazing interiors, class, sure. But reliable, nope. It has been solid; no problems at all. It is fun
to drive and the torque is great. We have a lot of steep hills in the area and it zooms right up
with ease. Unfortunately, I will take the buy-back soon, and will give it up. Wonder if I should
buy a gas one. You call a Toyota a toaster? A VW is a piece of crap, and anybody that pays
attention knows that. No denying that Toyota makes amazing quality cars. But to me the are just
like an appliance that has one just. Completely agree. You can mistake a Toyota for almost
anything. Whether it be aesthetics or performance. I own a s4 and a tsi Passat. Two Tiguans,
and an a4. However, most cars are. If you want a toaster. Reliable, rusty, outdated in 3 months
in comparison to the others on the market and cheap. But if you want a convection oven, you
get a vw. Far prettier. Far more high tech. Far more sensitive. Far more capable of meeting the
needs of the consumer. My guess would be that, even given the aforemorementioned problems,
in addition to others mentioned in the news, vw still surpassed Toyota in top car brands. More
specifically: Audi is number 1 in consumer reports and vw beat Toyota to become the worlds
biggest carmaker. As mentioned in earlier posts, every car company has their fandom. So why
not join a Toyota chat? I bought a 1 owner Passat with k last June, and it has easily cost twice
the purchase price in repairs. The flex pipes are now starting to look ragged. It appears the
previous owner maintained the car, with a few exceptions e. I have gone to well-regarded
mechanics who are fixing things, hoping not to need to dig deeper. There are no short cuts on
these cars. When right, the car is great. High speed handling and performance with the V6
5-speed are amazing. And no denying the car is great looking in a restrained way, especially
from the side view. The interior is classy, but narrow for a mid-size, and interior storage is
almost non-existent. The controls are anything but simple to operate things we take for granted
on American and Asian cars. I really need feedback though of this. I can do practically all
regular maintenence. I hear a lot about this online, so let me clear some things up. And out of
the last 6 vans i have owned, the Volkswagen crafter has been by far the most superior. It is
now on miles, and it has had no major surgery at all. The previous sprinter I owned, was in the

shop every 3 months, it had a new engine after mile, new turbo, and constant failure of
peripherals. Although it was a wonderful van to drive. Looks great drives better, made of
Meccano and bean tins. I wanted to add my 3 cents. I earn my living as a mechanic, not brand
specific, I work on everything. That being said, Vw seems to have an affinity for things designed
to fail. I love what I do, but when I see a work order for a vw on my desk, I want to quit. Your
email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. You cant escape the VW hate online. So i am wondering from your
perspective as having to fix them, does vw really mass produce cars that are holding together
by thread and duct tape or am i just seeing all of the people with a negative experience talking
about the cars? I really want to know as im looking to buy a new vw for my first car and I want to
make sure i made the right choice. From the window regulator issues, and the ignition coil
disasters to the launch of the Touareg, there is no shortage of things VW has dropped the ball
on. The cars get slayed, the dealers get slayed, the mechanics get slayed. The info is out there,
and I have read enough to make me sick. I have had customers get there cars bought back
because of issue after issue after issue. Also remember that I see the worst of the worst. Then
there is the flip side. If the product was that bad, it would have a hard time earning the following
that it has. Remember, the loudest voices are the people looking to complain. People now have
a platform that allows them to tell their story, be it good or bad. Visiting the VW facebook page
is a perfect example of that. Here is what they will not tell you. Did they maintain their car? What
are they comparing it to? Is a VW even right for them? If you want to have a car that runs
properly at , miles, you need to do your part. Proper maintenance is key. Plus everyone needs to
understand that things will break. You will need to replace belts, batteries, tires, and brakes. The
odds of the check engine light coming on is VERY high! That is not just VW. If you owned a
Honda Civic, and never had an issue, do not expect your VW to be the same. These cars are
held to a much higher standard than they were years ago. The End of an ERA? Shop Shots
volume 2. Why does it cost so much to service my car? Your Honey is calling youâ€¦. Ha, she
would pinning things to Pinterest anyway. I think she is addicted. Would it be a safe guess that
you got burned by a VW? Mostly I am glad no one got hurt. The fact your car caught on fire is
crazy. Is the headliner on your Jetta falling down now? If the Tig is one of the better cars, I hate
to see just how bad the others are! LOL The Tiguan has not aged well. Do I love VWs? I am back
off the bandwagen. It is a shame really; they are terrific cars to drive. I hope that whatever car
you get, you love it. The GLI is a pretty great car. Thank you Reply. Just to be clear, the place
that serviced it before will be the ones fixing it correct? What exactly are they replacing? Where
are they at in the repair process? Bright spot, the dealer is expensive but they do outstanding
work and are totally honest. I wish it were not so â€¦ Reply. Too bad for me, I believe and VW are
the best looking cars out thereâ€¦ Reply. Did I forget the twin turbos and hp oh sorry lol Reply.
That hurt to read. Thanks for the comment John Reply. Das Auto Reply. I own a 1. Not bad for a
VW. To me they lack a personality. The resale value reflects these issues, and makes the
investment dubious at best. The cars do last. Very unreliable cars can wear away at you, but
keep running. Leave a Reply Want to join the discussion? Feel free to contribute! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. In the past 12 months I have had it in the
shop for 5 different repairs. I have replaced the oil pan, a turbo, and now the injector pump went
out, broke the timing belt and ruined the engine. I am totally disappointed in the cars. I will
never buy volkswagen again. When I picked the car up, brand new, the windshield was
smashed??? No explanation, but they replaced it. Moving onto the ongoing alignment problem
with the car that not one dealership can figure out to this day, and finally the most recent
problem. The dealership and VW Canada is willing to do absolutely nothing about this. So
needless to say I am in the process of trying to sell my car, I had it assessed and was told that
there has been body work done. Did I mention that I'm the original owner and the car has never
had body work, paint work or any work except service done!!! Perhaps the smashed windshield
that was there in the beginning was a result of the car falling off the truck, and at the same
something happened to the front where they say there's been body work done. I also drive a '99
Jetta, and hate everything about it. When people tell me that they are going to buy a VW I do
everything in my power to convince them not to purchase that car. This is a list of just a FEW
problems my Jetta has had: both windows fell in heated seats broken NUMEROUS times
sunroof broke check engine light on won't switch into 2nd gear check engine light starts
blinking radio randomly doesn't work always needs oil These are just a few of the problems that
have occurred in the past few years. I have written letters to the Joe Heidt dealership about how
bad the service is at the repair shop and how much I hate my car. I received a phone call back
from Joe Heidt himself, asking what he could do for me and I told him fix everything for free or
give me a new car because I hate mine so much. His response was "Well I can put you on the
waiting list, with no loaner car". Just goes to show you how bad a Volkswagon and their service

is. Keep in mind its not just the VW's that are a few years old. Looky here - Touareg Death. Joe
Heidt Motors strikes again: "Now one week later, they still can't figure it out Needless to say,
Joe Heidt won't be getting any of my return business. With all the love and pride customers
have for VW you'd think they'd return some of the love and give us the quality we deserve. This
is not just crappy designed cup holders. In 10 years when VW sales are through the floor, I am
going to laugh as they feel the wrath of their own greed. Corners cut today are salary cuts
tomorrow. Think I'll' get it put on a bumper sticker for all my friends. Any way I am done ranting
and raving. I am praying to the VW Gods that my car problems will be solved. Recently my glove
box broke, for a second time, and I brought my beloved VW Golf into the dealership to make the
necessary repairs. I then explained that I don't mind replacing "worn" parts on my vehicle;
however, due to the fact that I may have used the glove box a total of 10 times; I felt that this
was an issue of faulty design or cheap parts, rather than a "wear and tear" issue. Needless to
say, I declined to have the repairs completed to the glovebox and pay the "blood money" that
VW is presently accumulating to posssibly fund their annual office parties, employee bonuses,
or however they are using the millions they amass from these "wear and tear" issues. The
question remains, what can I do? The answer may be to start a petition to VW of America
regarding this issue. Basically, I feel VW is pocketing the hard earned money of many loyal VW
owners over a design flaw that is present in many of their vehicles. It's time to take a stand
against this "Crooked Machine" Unfortunatly, as I read through the complaints posted on this
website I recognized other issues that are consistent with VW. It appears that the automotive
designers in Germany feel that people who use air conditioning in their cars are weak, so they
have developed a sort of, Pavlov's dog approach as a deterrent. Instead of a blast of cool
refreshing air from your dashboard vents on a hot summers day, you are greeted by a
nausiating, foot-like odor. Whats the deal with this?? My story: My brand new right from the
dealer VW Jetta had electronic problems before I had it 3 days. I should have just returned the
car right then and there. The entire dashboard went black while I was driving to work at in the
morning. I was way out in the middle of Ohio farmland and had no choice but to continue
onward with no clue as to how fast I was going. Shortly after the repair the lights went out on
the lower part of the dash and to this day I cannot see the heat controls at night. The
transmission linkage dropped out of the car while I was going 60 mph down a major interstate
highway in close traffic. I had to hold the stick shift with one hand and drive with the other to
get it to the curb. It was 2 months in the repair shop while I drove around in a rented Ford
Escort. The car alarm suddenly started going off with no discernable cause. Took it back to the
dealer until the warrantee ran out with no relief. Shortly after the warrantee ran out, the dealer
suddenly told me about this common problem that "all VWs have". Cost over dollars to repair.
The alarm still kicks in from time to time without warning. The dealer I bought the car from went
bankrupt. No surprise. One by one the brake lights and the turn signals are all going out apparently another short in the wiring. The new dealer I go to says it will cost dollars just to find
the problem. Meanwhile my local mechanic says that it is a recall. So far I can find no
information on any recall from any VW dealer. Recently the check engine light came on the new
dealer says it will be at least dollars to check it. My local mechanic says its an O2 sensor which
is also due for recall but I also have received no information on it. This is probably grounds for
some sort of class action lawsuit against VW; not to mention their crappy products and what
VW owners have to put up with. Class action lawsuits do better when there are more people
behind it. Big Class Action - let's get a class action lawsuit suit going! I just turned my 5 year
old '99 VW Jetta in for its second rack and pinion. Who in Gods name would have thought that
the rack and pinion would ever go out on any car. As long as I have been alive I have never
crossed anyone in need of a new rack and pinion. The middle seat belt in the back seat has
locked up for the second time as well. NOWAY man. What can we do? Who do I contact? I need
Help! I can only give one suggestion - get rid of it, but don't sell it to a friend or family. Find
someone you don't like, or just trade the P. Its not worth complaining to VW or the dealers
because they don't care - they just want your money. I've got a 98 Jetta GL with 88K miles that's
been nothing short of a nightmare. Right now the car fails to start and has had problems
unrelated to this non-starting episode with the alarm system. I've had trim fall off numerous
times which after getting tired of going to the dealer, I decided to stick 'em on with epoxy this
worked!!! I won't take may car to the dealer, Shrewsbury Motors in Shrewsbury, NJ since every
time either my sister or I took the car there it came out in worse shape than when it went in. The
dealer worked on the driver's side door since it wouldn't close properly. When I got home I
could not get out of the driver's side door since they failed to properly attach the latch for the
lock! I went for a second opinion at a local mechanic. That's a hell of a lot cheaper than what
VW wanted to charge. Now this car has been maintained according to schedule yet has been
nothing but unreliable. Needless to say, as soon as the car gets out of the shop I'm trading it in

for a Hyundai!!! Your web site has really hit home. After touting the virtues of Volkswagen for
years I'm on my third Jetta, my first being a diesel , I am slowly becoming disillusioned. I had
the same problem with the plastic clips in my windows. Mine, however, did not simply stop
going down. While my boyfriend was driving on the highway, I reached over to roll down my
passenger side window. The clip snapped, and the window went tumbling into the frame. Did I
mention that I live in Toronto, and this happened in the middle of a very frigid winter day? Oh,
yeah I had a piece of plastic over my window for the coldest two weeks of the year. When I
finally did get it in to be services, I was informed that the problem was so common they were
replacing all clips for free, regardless of warranty. For all the glossy brochures I receive in the
mail from this company, you'd think that they'd have the decency to send out a small notice
about this problem. I have a few other, more costly examples, but I'm all typed out. I'm starting
to think that Volkswagen really does suck. I am trying to figure out what to do with my VW
Passat GLX which has had a chronic check engine light problem since I bought it, just over a
year ago. Currently the check engine codes are showing that the catalytic converters are bad.
Apparently they were under warranty up to 80, miles but I was not aware of this problem until
approximately 82, miles. Everything from the timing belt, the radiator, leaking, cracked gaskets,
the trunk arms, windows, brakes, etc this is just off the top of my head and please keep in mind
I have only owned this car for a year have had problems. Don't sell it - just trade it in and get a
non-VW. Hi, I'm writing you this because of the numerous problems with my '01 Jetta. I agree
VW sucks and I would tell anybody before they bought one. I have had a repair on about
everything including: window regulator, the car is stuck in park, faulty lights come on and off,
and transmission acting funny just to name a few. When brought to the shop they check it on
their computer and they come back and tell me nothing coming up on the computer, but I know
something is wrong with it. The moral of this story is to never invest your money on a
Volkswagen car period! My car is currently in the shop again to see why I can't get out of park
when the car is running. Drive it somewhere to trade in or abandon it : Things will get worse
with the car. It always does with a VW. Get what you can out of it before it drives you crazy. The
time and effort to fight with corporate Volkswagen will get you no where. I received a call late
last night from a close friend, he said "You were totally right". When I asked what he was talking
he said "well, I'm waiting for a tow truck right now, I hit a pothole and the car completely broke
down in the middle of traffic, Volkswagens do indeed suck! The dealership, Tulley Volkswagen
in Nashua NH, tried to explain time and time again why every problem was not covered in the
warranty. On one occasion, the passenger rear window fell off; it was not hit which was
evidenced by the fact that there was not a scratch on it. It was dangling on the side held on by a
few wires. The manager at the dealership said it was impossible for it to fall off and therefore
someone must have tried to snap it off and therefore not covered. Right, like there's a bunch of
people out there snapping rear view mirrors! On another occasion the window switches broke
off on the driver's side and were partially broken off on the passenger side. I called to set up
another appointment; I was assured over the phone that BOTH sides would be fixed after they
received the parts. The parts took over a month to arrive which was great because it's always
fun in the middle of winter to open the door to try to throw tokens out twice a day. When I went
to pick the car, they fixed only the drivers side. The manager explained that until the passenger
side completely fell off then it was possible to fix the windows under the warranty. Another
great time, was when the day after the car was serviced, it completely died in the middle of mall
Christmas traffic. Apparently the "certified Volkswagen" mechanics made a mistake while
servicing the car. These are only three examples of an extremely long list. I traded the car in
less than a year for a Honda Accord. I never had a problem with the Accord or the Honda
Dealership. Lesson - never, ever buy a Volkswagen! I too bought a Jetta and the car is a piece of
shit. Since the day I bought the car, I have had nothing but problems with it. I just paid my car
off in November and there is so much wrong with it now that I can't even start to list the
problems. I have had my car recalled at least 5 times and it was always for problems that I
already had fixed AND paid for. Whenever I used to have my car serviced there I always got a
follow up call from Volkswagen asking how the service was. I finally told them that they are
horrible and I don't recommend them to ANYONE and that was the last time they called me after
my car was serviced. I loved my car for about the first two months and then I realized I got stuck
with a lemon and there was nothing I could do about it. Within two weeks, my three year battle
with VW began. First, the entire electrical system went down. I had just finished shopping at the
grocery store and I was about to take off to head home when I found my car dead. I called the
VW Customer Service, and they had me re-set the security system. Thankfully, that worked and I
was able to drive home. The next morning, I headed out to my car to take off to the office when I
found my car dead once again. I tried the magical re-set thing, but had no luck. So, VW had to
take my car for 5 days and I was in a rental. Later that month, something else went wrong and I

was in a rental for three days. As time went on, I noticed less obvious signs of the vehicles'
poor quality. My cream colored cloth interior stained when a few drops of rain hit it! I called VW
Customer Service to complain and they said that they had never heard of the problem before.
BUT, the auto detailer that I took the car to said that he saw that happen with VW's all of the
time. The interior paint peeled like mad. I had the arm rest replaced within the first year and a
half, and by the time I turned the leased vehicle in a few days ago, the paint was almost
completely peeled again and they'll probably charge me to replace it. The door handles also
peeled like mad. The speakers drove me nuts. No matter how low the bass was set, the speaker
rattled and sounded as if it was blown-the folks at the dealership said that there was nothing
wrong. Have I mentioned that you can't even replace a head light by yourself? I am so glad that I
was finally able to turn the thing in to the dealership. When I turned it in, I still had six weeks left
according to the lease I wince when someone says VW now. What a shitty vehicle. So we had a
complete oil change. The 'Break In' point is usually around 60, miles. If we wanted to, VW would
perform our oil changes using and imported Oil blend from Italy that would prevent the quick
breakdown and last much longer. But that would require an appointment a week ahead of time
and for us to leave the car for the day We passed. After calling the dealership, again we were
told that it was a normal occurrence, and was not eligible for recall or factory repair. Since the
Dealership's service center had been pretty much useless up until this point, I decided to try
and self diagnose what was going on. I was, for the most part, successful. I noticed that after
the car was off for several minutes, a device in the engine it sounded like a blow fan would turn
on sporadically. I also noticed that this fan would turn on when the car was first started. It would
also happen frequently while it was raining. After asking some friends who have worked on cars
they advised me that it was probably a bad relay or a short in the electrical system that was
causing the cooling system to go off long after the car was parked. This was draining the
battery. To avoid the dealership I brought the car to a local service guy who said he would look
at it. For two days, he had the car and determined that there was a 1 amp draw on the battery
after the ignition was off, although he had neither the equipment nor the experience to take the
repair further. So I contacted the dealership. The best they could do was fit me in two weeks
later with a scheduled appointment. Unfortunately, it didn't make it that long. The next weekend,
the battery was again dead, and required my fourth and final jump using my AAA membership. I
called the dealership and asked if I had the car towed to the dealership what would be the
quickest they could look at it. They replied 'first thing on Monday morning'. Monday morning I
called the service desk and asked to talk with the technician who was working on my car. He, of
course, wasn't available. So I left a detailed message as to the nature of the problem Since my
girlfriend and I both share that car, I had rented a car thru Enterprise. On Tuesday I called at
noon When I told them that I was renting a car they said they would "try to get to it" that
afternoon. The evening came and went. On Wednesday morning I finally received a call from the
service guy who told me that my battery was dead At that point, I was a little peeved. I explained
that I had tried to speak with him days earlier, and I knew exactly what the problem was. I then
re-explained in detail what was going on and asked him to follow up. I expected a call by 2pm
with a status. Furious I ask to speak to the manager. He of course had left for the day I replied
that it was incorrect I had done most of the troubleshooting, they just needed to find the relay
and fix it. I wanted a refund. Well, of course he could give me that but offered to look at the car
for free Well two weeks later the new battery died. Frustrated beyond belief, I took the Beetle to
a local guy who was recommended for VW repairs. I explained my situation, what I went through
at VW and what I was experiencing. He said that he would keep the car over night and call me
the next day with an update. The next morning at 10am he called me. It was fixed. I was in
disbelief. The problem was a broken relay was causing the secondary air pump to engage when
the car was off. A bargain! To date, the problem is gone. The whole experience shows how
horrible VW's service is. The technicians are under trained and the managers are worried more
about profit than about service. I love our Beetle, but based on the service records, consumer
reports and various complaints on the net, this will likely be our last. Not only do they lack
people skills, but they also lack common sense to troubleshoot. Its always "the computer says
there isn't a problem". They don't listen and just repeat the other monkeys as they were trained.
The service department management is just as bad. This appears to be a common trend at VW
dealerships. VW as a company - customer service isn't their priority. This will be their downfall.
Thanks so much for this site!! I have a VW Jetta - old body style. Within the first year of owner
ship, I had many, power window issues, Windows falling or being stuck etc. Currently one
window is not working - But it stays up so it will remain this way until I unload the car - At a loss
of course. Also my cruise control works only if the planets are properly aligned! I also have big
issues with the price of replacement parts. I figured all the problems were due to age and the
miles BUT Guess what?!! It's all the same things as the ! Best of luck to all of you out there with

VWs and Thanks again for the site - at least I know I'm not alone!!! The parts are expensive
since they don't last and you end up replacing the same damn thing not too far down the road! I
bought a Jetta GLX new and cannot even begin to describe the anger and frustration this piece
of crap has brought into my life. The problems? Oh, too many to write down And the
dealership? Along with Farrish VW in Manassass, VA where the manager actually told me after
one of my numerous trips to the service dept. And there is nothing he can do about it". Do they
even exist??? I would love to speak with someone other than the morons that answer the
phones. Its about repeat customers - even if VW is paying for it I was writing in response to the
Car Care Warranty letter that you received. A number of states sell information on vehicle
registrations through the DMV. I am currently working for Hyundai and they have received a
number of complaints about this business as well. Florida is a state that sells information on
vehicle registrations. I am gathering information on Car Care because they are scamming a
number of elderly customers. I understand that you wish to remain anonymous, but I was
hoping you could tell me what state you live in so we can determine where this company is
getting your registration information. You can visit the DMV website for whatever state you are
in and request that they keep your information confidential. Please understand that I am not
soliciting anything and would just like to know the State in which you received this letter. Thank
you for your help and good luck with your new car. The VW I had was only licensed in Arkansas.
Most states do sell the consumer information on registered vehicles. I spent about an hour
trying to find on my states website where it is to opt-out and was unsuccessful and gave up. I
could tell it was a scam, just like VW sales and services. Ya know I got one of the letters about
the extended warrenty also.. I have a prob with how they got the information as my letter is for a
Toyota which is parked in the driveway BUT it is a co vehicle and not regitered to myself or my
roomate.. I finally was able to sell my 99 Jetta for next to nothing. I was just happy to get rid of
it. The check engine light started at 60, miles. The sensors continued to set off the check engine
light every 5 to 10, miles. The service people at VW are awful to deal with because they know
VW sucks. When VW finally sent notice of a recall they did reimburse me. However the sensors
continued to fail and the dealership was not going to continue to fix the sensors after the prize ,
mile warranty was up. I am very happy in my 01 Subaru Forester. I am not racist I am a realist
that sees their quality of work and knows how bad it really is. So do your homework before you
buy, the same with dodge trucks, Mexico The other part is the company itself not standing by
the quality they are delivering and the dealerships not warning the consumer. Where the hell do
you people buy your VWs anyway? I've had three so far, Jetta, Beetle, and Passat and have
been extremely pleased with all three. Also, I don't understand why people are saying that they
don't receive recall notices. I can show you at least half-a-dozen recall notices that I've received
from VW because I keep them all on file for each car. I've dealt with one dealer in all of my VW
purchases and have had no problems when service is required. They have been very courteous
during scheduled, warranty, and recall repairs. It sounds to me like most of you have been the
victim of lousy car dealerships. Cars are damaged in transit and once in a while a bad car does
make it out of the factory. The dealer that I've been using refuses to take delivery of a car if it
appears damaged. I know this for a fact because one of my best friends is the sales manager.
Hope you get your problems fixed. Don't let the dealers jerk you around either. Usually if you
tell them that you're going to call VWOA about a problem it will light a fire under their asses. It
never helped any of my friends that owned newer VWs either. Even complaining to upper
management at the dealership was a waste of time. I didn't say I never received a recall notice I
did receive it - a YEAR after the official recall date. They should recall the cars for more than
what they have due to the common re-occurring problems people have with these cars and VW
not actually FIXING the problem - just replacing the part with another crappy part. Although this
website has reached many people, I wonder if it would be more effective to create and place
bumper stickers on our actual Volkswagen vehicles that indicate our unhappiness with the cars.
Who better to tell the public than the owners of the cars! Maybe t-shirts with an anti-VW slogan
on it would be better : Anytime someone tells me they are considering buying a VW I ask them
why after I chuckle and shake my head to let them know it's a bad idea. I then give them a few
links to websites why they should look at other cars that will give them alot less trouble for the
amount of money they plan to spend. If they go on the word of someone who has owned a VW
for less than two years or on a test drive I recommend they really do their homework first. The
hard-core VW fans have been that type of fan for years - as in since the 70's or own one of those
old models - when quality was important to VW. Over the last few months the emails have been
directed more toward the quality of the product - which is a majority of VWOA's problems. The
other is the poor service and most dealerships handling this because of the unsatisfactory
quality of the product. There is nothing the dealership service departments can do about it other
than replace faulty parts with a part that will probably fail within a year or two. That's the reality

of Volkswagen of America products today. Since then, anything and everything that could go
wrong did go wrong. The car had ,Km on it so we thought is good for her to drive around in
since she does not do much driving. Now the transmission is going, and I refuse to deal with
the dealers, I took it to a transmission specialist who basically told me the long and short of it is
that those cars are nothing but GARBAGE. What I would like to do since this car is not worth
anything now with ,Km on it is to take to the dealer leave it on the side of the road for everyone
to see with a big sign that says" VWs are Shit" Anyone who says American cars are trash is an
idiot, I have a '97 Chevy Lumina with ,Km on it and still drives like new. So much for German
engineering. I am considering purchasing a used jetta Please help. To start with, I would like to
say I currently work at a VW dealer. I have worked in service, warranty administration, and now
as a parts manager. I would openly like to admit there are a lot of common problems with VW's..
However I can't understand all the complaining? Most every complaint on this particular site, is
A - either first year common problems that have since been resolved.. Over all they are not bad
cars, but you may own a problem car which in this business is referred to as made on Friday
cars. Do some research on any manufacturer; there will be web hate sites just like this one. So
do your homework and quit whining. Most of the complaints are NOT first year complaints. The
high maintenance costs with VWs are not worth the trouble. Spending extra money for a VW
thinking it to be of better quality is misleading. With VW you do not get what you pay for. VWs
are not "German" cars - they are "Made in Mexico" cars. This website is intended to help other
with their homework so they can learn how terrible VW cars and service departments are. I have
a '99 VW Jetta. Has 97, and I have had not a bit of problems. Only time it was ever, ever on a
wrecker is was due to a smashed windshield. But it is a GL model I was a tech at a VW
dealership close to where I live for 3 years before realizing I worked for and with complete fools.
But I must say that many of the complaints I see here are due to owner neglect Though some
have some genuine complaints about the brand Or take care of your car. Many complained
about transmissions But if you are not the only person driving the car I would suggest buying
the steel plate that is offered for extra protection. If you experienced problems with your power
windows I feel for ya. VW service people are complete fools nothing new there. If you neglect
your car which I am yet to know of a VW owner that does it will of course have problems. Its
funny he mentions neglect because I always drove my VW the same and I was the only drive. I
never "dogged" it - because I knew the little 4-banger in it didn't have much to give. Don't share
your VW with other drivers or it will get moody. Get extra protection for that oil pan because the
VW quality sucks. And yes, to address the point of genuine complaints about the brand - that is
the point of this website. Several years ago when I purchased a VW such information as this
was not available - I'm just doing my part with informing the consumers. I just got a used VW
Beetle 99 , the second day as I was driving the check engine light blinked. Third day: water
pump quit. Forth day: main belt went out. Was it a mistake? I had driven a Toyota Camry for 5
years. It's a It never complained about anything. I never installed a new part, but can we say that
VW sucks?? My message may not be posted but what about other cars?? All new cars are
designed in a special way. It's simple to have more service, hello everybody; do you people
remember the old Mercedes ?? If car companies kept doing the same quality they would have
just gone out of business. I'm just an unhappy VW owner. Where should I start? Oh yeah I got
married and have been for 13 yrs. Well she had a bug in school and really wanted a Beetle - so I
got one. High maintenance and the stupidest things break. I like to drive 2 hours with the
window down cause you know it won't go up. What about a wiring harness and relays going bad
for the glow plugs cause the check the stupid car light is on. Take the bulb out and no more
problems. You would think as often that its on it would burn out. That's why VW wants drivers
and not people that know a damn thing about cars. Check out mycarsucks. The site also
includes information on lemon laws across the nation and links to various consumer advocacy
firms. It is intended to assist consumers when they think they have a lemon. Of course with
Volkswagens the lemon law often expires before the VW nightmare becomes a reality. My VW
Golf is in the shop again. For the 4th time I am getting the O2 sensor replaced, and neither the
dealer nor VWoA will pay for the parts or the service. Also my glove box is broken, and the
locks haven't worked properly since the second time they replaced the windows. Like pretty
much everyone else has stated, the door handles themselves look like some sort of very dirty
animal has been chewing on them [I assure you the car has been treated very kindly by human
hands alone]. I hate hate hate VW and I regret this purchase with every fiber of my being.
Biggest disappointment in my entire career as a consumer. Suck it vw! VW knows they have
re-occurring problems with their cars. That is why they won't do a recall on something like the
glove box. Poor design, poor manufacturing, and poor customer service cost too much to fix.
Even with treating the car well, as I did with mine, VWs are prone to falling apart and simple
things breaking. When my glove box broke I just left it broke - over 5 years I had probably

opened the glove box less than 20 times - so it wasn't a problem with "over-use" or "abuse". As
far as a petition, if there are any lawyers that would like to go after VW and need a place to get
consumer complaints just let me know. It may be the last good one produced. Never had any
problems. NO power windows. If I bought one I might need to keep this one so that I have
reliable transportation! I loved these cars. My diesel rabbit had , miles on it when the wheels fell
off! I'm horrified and disappointed at the things I'm reading. With that, I regretfully will heed
good advice and search out another vehicle. I've never owned anything else, with the exception
of Ford Fs for my company. If anyone has any suggestions, I'd be interested. My thanks and
condolences to VW owners. A good start is this J. Power and Associates Report. Don't buy a
car just one looks. Even cars such as Porsche and Hummer are known to have just as many
problems as Volkswagens. With some of these brands money doesn't always buy the quality
and service you would expect. Well let me tell you my wonderful story - me and my wife thought
we were buying the ultimate little cruising car, but two weeks after we got it, we took it back to
the dealer. It was a Jetta vr6. The thing smelled like rotten eggs and was unbearable!!! The
dealer replaced the converter and a whole heap of emission parts and a month later it was doing
the same thing. This is all at miles on the car. By the time it got to 1, it was back at the dealer for
the smell again and a new water pump. Great car!! By that time we were fed up, and they finally
said they could not fix the smell. I was glad we leased it and was ready to give it back. But not
before it needed an oil pan, another window got stuck, the armrest fell apart, the wipers came
on by its self, this car was really a problem! Needless to say, by the time we got rid of if and the
dealer asked if we wanted to get another car - I don't think we could have said heck no fast
enough!! I was totally disappointed with their product and there service. They claim that the
Jetta is a trouble-free car and it is more of a troubled car. I just got off the phone with
Volkswagen Customer Relations. They told me there is no recall for the window regulators and
they will not assist with this problem. They fixed 3 of my windows when they fell into the tracks
back a couple years ago after I refused to give up fighting them for payment, and now that the
last regulator has failed they will not fix it. This time the window will not even return to an up
position. Clearly these regulators need to be replaced and put into a recall. I have to lock my
door from the passenger side because the driver side electronic locks no longer work. My car
also arms itself periodically, even when driving. I haven't had the time or money to deal with
this. I cannot afford to buy another car. What do we do and how do we do it? They need a wake
up call! Who is with me? I am willing to fight this, it's just not right! We need an attorney! Any
attorney's out there? I have turned many people away from even considering a VW and that has
given me satisfaction knowing I have done some good in this world to make it a better place. I
bought a brand new GTI 1. It was Mojave beige with black leather, 5 speed, etc. I absolutely
loved the car and couldn't believe all the features and comfort I got for the price It would build
up too much pressure and Freon would shoot out of the compressor. Anyways, they
supposedly fixed it and I took ownership of the car that day Well, we're out in the parking lot
and everyone is ooo'ing and ahhh'ing and all the sudden there is a pssshhht sound and a white
cloud come bellowing out from under the hood Not funny. Anyways, after owning it a year and
having to put it in the shop 8 times for repairs I traded it. Volkswagens do suck. I have
purchased two, a Jetta, and a Golf in the last 5 months. Both had to be towed to the nearest
dealer, 90 miles away, with-in 2 months. The Jetta was a certified what a joke used car, and the
dealer of course greatly exaggerated what the warranty covered. Several items that were to be
repaired, of course have not. They even blamed the hurricanes in Florida for not being able to
get parts. Come on, this all started in June of , several months before the first hurricane. I was a
damn stupid fool, and bought my son a Golf with 18, miles, thinking at least it has a warranty.
Obviously, if you have owned a VW, you know what a joke their warranty is. Now I have two
pieces of crap to contend with. It would not shift, go, or do anything but make terrible noises.
That probably the original owner mistreated it! Maybe so. Maybe not. Maybe just a piece of crap.
I've owned other standard transmission cars, and have never had to replace any parts period.
Not a pleasant outlook is it? I believed the VW spin. Or at least I did. No more VWs for me. Both
dealers I have dealt with, and of course VW customer relations, offer no assistance what so
ever. Too bad. If we all continue to do that, they will hurt. It may take time, but they will hurt, and
I hope they know it was the people who trusted them, and bought their products that hurt them.
Even crappy products can be acceptable, if the maker owns up to their mistakes, and faithfully
attempts to correct the problems. Not so with VW. I have The first time I noticed it, was when the
oil pressure light came on and I checked the oil and it was missing 2 quarts of oil. I first checked
to see if there were any leaks and there were no signs of a leak. So I began to check my oil
every week and I had to add about 1 quart or more every miles, which I don't think is normal,
since I never have to add oil until the next oil change on my Toyota. So I started doing some
investigation on the internet and it seems to be that I'm not the only one with this problem.

Recently, I noticed some smoke coming out of the engine and I'm not sure what is causing it,
since there were no alarms that went off and the engine temperature looked fine. I opened the
hood and it is hard to see exactly where it's coming from. I seem to think it's a fluid leak and it's
just dripping on the engine causing it to steam. I checked the oil and it was low once again and
the coolant level was a bit low, but still in within the lower limit. My concern is that because of
this oil consumption problem, the engine runs low on oil causing it to get hot and create other
problems and when I bring it into the shop I'm sure they're gonna give me the runaround and
say it my fault and that it won't be covered under warranty. Any ideas on how I should approach
this. I'm not sure if there is any class action lawsuit against Volkswagen regarding the oil
consumption problem, but I know there was something regarding oil sludge in the engine,
which I'm not sure are related. Any advice will be much appreciated. I bought a used Beetle Gl
in It sure looked cute on the dealer's lot - not a VW dealer's lot, but the VW dealer had became
my home away from home. First of all, I think this car came from an auction as the title said it
was from Mass. So not trusting my better judgment, I bought this cutie pie of a car and also
bought the platinum the best , extended warranty on it, This is used to adjust the up and down
on the head rest. The dealer installed a new one, but it didn't match the other three, as it was
sunk down in the seat more. I took it back and the dealer said that is the way it will have to be,
as it was installed right Except for the free bud vase, I paid for it all. It ran well, but was nickel
and dimeing me to death. A new battery - the front left fender has to be removed first, probably
not for the do it yourselfer. New windshield wipers, the drivers side window power of course ,
was stuck down, and had to be lubed on the sides - the VW dealer said this happens and is no
problem - the fuel door lever wouldn't push open the fuel door, had to have it adjusted- the
outside thermometer went to centigrade instead of Fahrenheit after the batter was replaced, and
didn't tell how to reset it in the owners manual, the dealer chuckled and said they must have
over looked this.. The AM radio was useless because of static all the time, I found out that when
they created this car, the antenna wire in the back was located too close to a wiring harness, in
'98 and '99 models. I didn't want to go there so I gave up. Also it had a cassette player but no CD
player, as it was an option then with a CD deck located in the trunk, I didn't want to mess with
the security system so I was limited to using cassettes which are few and far between, no store
really carries them anymore. Then the check engine light came on. Then it came on again, this
time the warranty picked it up Also the dealer said I should have the 40, mile tune up done, this
is when I had over 50, miles on it. I said no. Well, I was at the end of my rope, and said so long
to this cute car of mine, before something else went wrong. I finally realized that And not all
repair shops can or will work on them either, I found out. It was so big and bulky, I couldn't
store a lot of things in it, also the glove box door didn't always seem to latch properly, I had to
bang it to close it, and not because it was over stuffed either The air filter was a bear to replace,
again, when you open the hood, things are nice and contained and wrapped in plastic covers,
etc I won't go there.. Thank you for your web site and giving me a chance to vent my anger and
frustrations with this car. Oh yes, I bought tires too, but that is normal wear and tear, or was it?
They said the alignment was not where it is suppose to be, so what are you to do? I sure didn't
have any! I only have 45, miles on it and the check engine light came on. I call the dealers they
tell me about a secondary Air Pump part Yeah Thanks! Can't get the car past smog without the
check engine light off. I don't understand why this is going on. I thought we spend the extra
thousands for quality Wow, was I wrong, I'll never buy VW again I see all these postings and
have to think how did we all get suckered in? I wanted to make a video of an elephant crushing
my Jetta. I never went through with it. I did have a few high energy yelling matches with the
owner and the repair manager at Owasco VW. The car died on me twice while driving along the
highway. I had to cut off traffic just to get to the soft shoulder in rush-hour traffic. It wasn't hair
raising, it was hair losing scary. Americans should make diesel cars not just trucks. I want a car
with horse power and fuel economy. We have to beable to do it better than Volkswagen Owasco
of course sold it again at the market price only days later. I suspect that certain VW problems
have been around for years, like the power windows, yet VW does not admit to the customer
that the problem is chronic. I have had the front windows on my 97 Passat repaired two times
each and now they are both broken again. I have been to the dealer many times and seen other
cars in service with duct tape on the windows so I guess I am not alone. I don't understand how
they can continue to repair the cars with the same crappy parts. In my mind it verges on a
cover-up for something that should have been a recall. It turned out to be a fault in the fuse box,
but that was after a whole series of repairs was repeated 3 times glow plugs, glow plug relays,
wiring harnesses etc. Each time I had to wait on the pathetically slow parts network. Have you
ever heard the saying that the definition of insanity is asking the same question over and over
and expecting a different answer? These are not the only repairs that I have had more than
once. I hope the company goes bankrupt. They deserve it. I bought a volkswagon Golf in

Michigan but since I live in Indiana I took it to the nearest dealership to have it serviced, that
turned out to be Forest and Grown in Muncie Indiana. The first thing they did was put a dent in
the rocker panel but I was not aware of that until I got home. The next thing that happened was
the driver side window fell into the door frame so I took it back to Forest and Brown and they
put it back but they over tightened the clips to the point that the next day the window shattered,
I had a glass company fix that. Then I took the car back to the dealer for an oil change and a
new headlight bulb and they put that in wrong so I had to fix that when I got home. Now I just
took it back for another oil change and another headlight bulb and this time they broke the
cover for the bulbs. All these occurrences were never mentioned by anyone at the dealership.
So now after all that and reading the complaints on the internet I'm wondering how much
trouble I'm in for in the years to come. I wish someone made a car that was economical and
reliable and didn't cost an arm and a leg. Their product is junk and most of their mechanics are
monkeys. The VW brand simply tries to cover-up the fact that they crap on you and you know it
and they say and do nothing about it. There are cars out that cost the same, and even cheaper,
as a VW and are more reliable and don't have the persistant problems that VWs have. When I
had both front windows stop working within a week of one another which both had motors and
regulators replaced before by VW and where VW parts I knew it was time to get rid of the money
pit. I have Passat. The car is a hoot to drive but very costly to repair. When you wear out the
brake pads you have to replace the whole rotor assemble as well. This will cost you My Passat
has 50, miles on it and going down the freeway the window just fell down. The dealer quoted me
I showed him the recall notice that other Volkswagons had with the same part and same
problem. Volkswagon said it still did not do a recall or anything they wanted to help me with. So
I told the dealer to lock the window in the up position and I would just sell the car. Besides the
Germans offered no assistance in Iraq so f them. As one of the pioneer cartoon characters Eric
Cartman of our times would say, "they can suck my balls! I can definitely relate. Can I just tell
you that between the dealerships and VW Credit, the whole bloody lot of them should be put
behind bars?? Long story, bloody freakin' salesman just to be rid of it. I reiterate the call for any
lawyers here. I could use one! Who cares that "Drivers" are "Wanted". They can take their
negative recruiting and marketing strategy somewhere else. Give them a difficult time in return
for wasting your time and money. Drove back 7 miles to where I live. After I drove 3 miles the
next day engine malfunction showed up. We waited 2 hrs while they fixed it. Went home 7 miles.
This time was problem free for exactly 2 days. By this time I had run out of patience and my
excitement of getting a new car. Went to the dealer and droped the keys off and asked them for
a replacement as they very clearly havent sold me a working car. This was a faulty and defective
car. I requested a replacement as I havent used the car. I was mostly shuttling from the dealer
and back. So far VW USA and the dealer havent bothered to contact me about the replacement
or refund for the car. I have faxed mailed and called multiple times both Volkswagen USA and
the dealer. VW quality and service is terrible - I will never buy another VW product. Was totally
screwed by Farifield VW in Fairfield, OH on the purchase of a VW Passat - from the dealer, the
tech service, to the District Rep - no one would stand behind the product - and no one could fix
it. Stu Williams their lying snake of a Sales Manager said this happened a lot and would be no
issue. Was assured by dealer and Arnie that paint job would be good as new and fully
warranted. During this repainting, my wife was given a Mercury Sable not VW loaner. Several
streaks on hood in clear coat. Covers for roof rack corner posts were loose. Overspray not
rubbed out on body frame where rear hatch hinges attach. Had dealer put on mud flaps when
3rd rear hatch trim panel was installed. Mechanic chipped paint in right front wheel well during
installation of mud flaps. Trim strip that runs along roof edge on passenger side was loose and
bowing up. Strip was not reinstalled properly after repainting. After first cold rain, found where
clear coat blemishes that were polished out on rear hatch now discolored white. Did have gas in
it this time. Buffed out blemishes again on tailgate. Dealer never called us to schedule meeting
with service rep. Touched up damage from installing front mud flap and gave us bottle of touch
up paint. Garage now smells like gas with car inside. Moisture getting or is trapped under clear
coat. Car cabin smells like gas after hot start unless heater is in recirc mode. Garage still smells
like gas when car is left inside with garage door closed. Keeping car in driveway until we get rid
of it. Gas smell now in cabin at highway speed unless heater is in recirc mode. Never, never buy
VW again. Thinking about buying a new or used VW? Think that comments on a site like this are
just abnormal occurences out of the ,'s of VW's sold? Take a moment to read and think about
how the VW Chairman views quality. Morgan Stanley compared the brands' scores in the Power
measured quality study against the CNW scores for perceived quality to determine a percentage
gap between the two. Four of the top five under-appreciated brands -- those whose actual
quality is better than perceived -- are from Detroit. But surprisingly, eight Japanese brands also
are on the under-appreciated list, including quality leader Lexus. Europeans crowded the list of

over-appreciated brands -- those whose perceived quality is better than actual. That included
Volkswagen, whose well-crafted interiors and engines have attracted consumers despite
several years of falling quality scores and difficulties in getting timely repairs. VW Chairman
Bernd Pischetsrieder says he prefers to be where he is -- on the over-appreciated list. Think
how good you will feel as you repeatedly visit VW service departments knowing that the VW
Chairman prefers that you deal with real car problems rather than he deals with a marketing
problem. Now if he agreed to suspend sales until they truly fixed their very real quality issues
that would demonstrate commitment to quality They make me laugh because they had to have
found this website by searching for something like "Volkswagen sucks". We are not crying
about our VW POS cars - this website is to inform consumers to avoid these products. There is
no whining and crying here - and definitely no regret that its gone. Knowing I have helped
others in their research of "should I buy a VW? I agree. Unsatisfactory repairs for 2 POS cars.
Same deal, check engine light on regularly, passenger window fell, shotty transmission started
at around 55K , premature wear of break pads, arm rest fell apart 27K , repeat fixes of break
lights, interior light burning out, cracked windshield fluid pipe 52K. Haven't had a major engine
problem just yet. I had originally thought about handing this down to my younger brother in
college but now thinking twice about it. After scrolling through posts after posts of similar
stories. My bro definitely cannot support the maintenance costs. I'm going to sell it and it's NOT
going to my brother. Suggesting that he gets a dependable Honda Thanks Cars-That-Suck. I've
never heard anyone complain much about their Honda or Honda dealer and service. Of course
there are websites that discuss problems with Hondas. All cars are prone to have problems many have more than others such as VW. Honda has sold many more cars than VW and seems
to have a much better product, and better service. It appears, based on my hour and half
conversations with VW of North American that they would deny warranty coverage for any
damage in which the consumer cannot produce maintenance records. Many of you know VW
has acknowledged they have a sludge problem with Passats. What can I say VW's suck! I have a
99 Jetta and Passat. I have 2 cars to unload on some poor soul. The Jetta I banged up in a snow
storm and it has 4k worth of damage. Not only is the car smashed but it's a POS looks like I'll
have to keep that one with it's pretty little check light on. The windows fell into the door, brake
light switch broke, alternator went - you get the idea. The Passat another POS has rough idle,
turn signal switch broke, CD player broke, arm rest finish is peeling and god knows what else.
At the rate of repairs I'd be better off leasing a car. The dealers worthless and today spoke to
VW of America. They are pretty much worthless also. I tried to get them to fix the CD player
which broke almost on day one. They basically told me see what the dealer can do. My question
to everyone is if we are all having these problems why can't we get someone to listen? Can't the
government get involved? They're involved in everything else. Don't buy and VW's and
hopefully in our lifetime they will go out of business. I don't agree that the problem is because
they are made in Mexico. The parts are junk - no matter where you assemble them they are still
junk. Trade in values on these clunkers is very low and one dealer didn't even want to talk about
a trade. Local repair shops can't fix the car. You pay for troubleshooting and then they can't
make the repair, need special tools, or can't get things apart. My 95 Chevy Tahoe runs like a
champ with k on it. Maybe a suburban is next. I bought an '03 VW Jetta in Feb of They wanted 17
for it and I talked 'em down to !! I was so happy with the car Every time my cars shifts my whole
car jolts Of course I called to get it in the shop -- hooked it up the little computer tester thingy
and "nothing is wrong" don't know what the hell that tester checks but most cars especially 03's
don't shift like that!! Well they reset the computer unplugged the battery!!! I haven't even had
the freakin' thing a year!! All I need is to be stranded on the highway with my year old daughter
in San Antonio, TX with no phone --can you say murdered!!! I wonder if my hubby could sue VW
afterwards for the cause of my death?? Stadium VW, Boardman Ohio. This is not the first
sub-par job they have done for me and their casual attitude and unwillingness to double check
the rest of this job they sited no need since the work has a 1 yr warranty, "just bring it back we'll
fix it" resulted in me calling VWoA. They talked to the dealer and I heard nothing. About two
weeks later, while changing my oil, I noticed some missing parts and a broken bracket directly
related to the last service. I called my dealer who informed me that they could not possible
make me happy "You called VW, did you not? Another call to VWoA, where girl was just reading
from a list of four sentences from which she could pick the one she thought applied best. These
sentences are: "We are sorry to hear that you had a bad experience at your local dealer. Why
wouldn't they want their dealers to improve? They paid for this sub-par service and are satisfied
with it. This makes no sense to me. Maybe they only want customers that don't know or don't
care about their cars. Maybe this is the reason, because these customers are easy to please,
would they even notice the loose clamps and missing parts? I don't believe I expected too
much, I just wanted my car fixed correctly and all the parts put back on. It also wouldn't be a

bad thing for my local to improve so I wouldn't have to take my chances on the next closest
dealer 20 some extra miles away. Who says they'll be any better? The lesson I learned? Do not
call VwoA expecting to get better service, you may very well just get a "Thank-You for giving
their dealer an excuse to do nothing. OK so I have always been a VW fan old school. I
purchased a beetle turbo glx at an auction. The car is excellent. However I need several small
parts to make it like new. I got the prices and since I own a garage- I got the discounted prices
as well. I was amazed that Rusty Wallace of Dallas had their parts marked up 3X the other
dealerships I called. Was told that VW allows them to set there own prices I am still floored.
Since January of 01, when I bought the car the follow has occured: -6 Oxygen sensors replaced
-3 Mass Flow sensors replaced -Rollover valve replaced -2 window regulators replaced -Starter
replaced -Trunk latch replaced -Plastic Coating is peeling of interior -Interior Lighting issues
-Engine has burned oil since miles -Replaced rear brakes -CD Player works when it feels like it
-Thermostat replaced -Digital Display for trip, mileage, etc. If it's soundproofing, I was told it
would stop after a month. I swear to God if that f'ing check engine light comes on again comes
on every 2 months, think the dealership just resets the timer on it I'm going postal. Why do they
have a beeping alarm on low windshield wiper fluid anyway? Heaven forbid you run out of that,
but your engine could explode. I'm tired of this car. My other vehicle is a Toyota, I put gas in it
and change the oil. That's it. Why is this so hard for VW? One of these days I will be free of this
POS. Customer service at VW sucks Has anyone talked to someone with a little more power. I
would sure appreciate the number. In addition: does anyone know where things go once they
are lost under the seats? Parallel universe somewhere I guess. I have a VW Beetle with less
than 21, miles and only 3. I've replaced the battery, had the windows fixed twice and the inside
paint is peeling. The dealership tells me the paint is my fault. I don't think so. Looks like a
manufacturing problem to me. I'm so furious I could do serious bodily damage to the VW
executives. A car, with fewer than 21, miles and only 3. Give me a break. I've also had numerous
problems with the annoying check engine light. On one day, off the next. Now everything is out
of warranty and I have to pay, pay, pay. I am SO glad I found this web site!!! I won't go into detail
because everyone else has for me. I have had so many recalls and let me tell you I know how it
is to drive off the lot and have something already wrong with it. Yeah thats right, my seat heater
almost burned my bottom! And the Lewisville VW in Texas told me that they can't fix it for free
because their is no recall on it yet! Can you believe that? They don't even care enough about a
customer who could have been injured!!!! Oh I really don't like them. My VW repair specialist
tells me I have condensation in the oil and when it's really cold this condensation freezes the
breather valve. He then cleans up all the oil that has been forced out of something, cleans the
valve cover etc and says try that. Anyone have any ideas about this problem. Purchased Passat
in February At 71, miles the oil pressure light comes on. The oil pump is replaced February I am
not told about a "sludge problem" or to use synthetic oil, and I do not get an documentation
from VW America in the mail about this sludge problem. Thank you and Happy Holidays! Told to
produce maintenance receipts. Have 14 recorded oil changes in 46 months. All between and
miles. I produced 10 of the 14 receipts for changes. I am awaiting VW's America's response but
from reading all websites, forums and threads, news will be bad. I have contacted two people
via email, I have contacted two engine specialists in the Washington Metro area, also Joan
Claybrook with Public Citizen. I have sent correspondence to The Center for Auto Safety and
have contacted an attorney and two public advocate groups. I will not pay for this. VW will pay. I
will pay more in legal fees then hand money to VW. I own a '99 Jetta Wolfsburg. I am the second
owner of the car. I had to have a rear window motor and regulator replaced, and my driver's
window is now giving me problems - I have to manually put the window up and down, using my
hands! The pathetic part of the whole problem is that I waited for 3 months to have the other
window repaired, and it wound up being such a problem with VW owners, that it was repaired at
no cost. Fabulous, right? The dealership is another issue that I hate to talk about- what horrible
service! My front passenger door handle also broke, so the door can now only be opened from
the inside. The rear lock on the back door won't lock-and it is a power lock, which means that I
will have to pay too much money to have the stupid thing fixed. Something is also wrong with
the wiring to the wipers, and I can only use certain settings or smoke starts to come out of the
steering wheel. Shame on me, I wish I would have found this site before I bought my Passat! I
too apparently have a sludge problem with my car. Oil pump gets clogged, lack of oil to the
upper engine, engine binds up. I can't believe it's not covered under warranty. Shoot, I could
buy a new motor for that! I didn't have my oil changed every 5, miles, as recommended,
because I could never get a scheduled appointment with my dealer. Since I travel about miles a
week to work, having to wait a couple of weeks could put me right up to the next oil change. I
can't wait to get rid of my VW! I have had a terrible time with changing my headlights - its
practically impossible to change them yourself - I have replaced four bulbs in 2 years and every

time I have ripped up my knuckles and the last time dislodged the bulb clamp so now my light
shines towards the ground! I have taken my car back three times for recalls and have been
stranded twice with Ignition coil failures. Contacted them to fix the air bag light problem which I
never had when I brought the car in for service. They said they will not honor this issue and I
have to pay for their mistake. All creditability has just been flush down the toilet. I will definitely
echo my experience with VW to friends, family, colleagues, and internet sources. I leased a Jetta
1. We got a new one because I didn't want her to have the hassle of fixing our 91 Navajo. The
Jetta sun roof was broken at 5K, window at 9K. No real problem all was fixed by dealers in SC
and NC. At about miles VW tells us to bring it in for coil replacement and that's when the fun
starts. This car has a new trans put in, all 4 coils replaced 3x's, ECU? The NC dealer began to
think we were nuts and told my kid they couldn't duplicate it. We brought the car back to NJ and
a dealer here thought he fixed it replaced the coils and plugs again finally and we don't know
how long this will last they cleaned the throttle body which was supposed to have been cleaned
in Oct and they said was heavily carbonized. That was a couple of days ago and its working ok
for now with 25K miles on the odometer. My beef is with Dealer's incompetence, and the
Michigan VW crew who didn't really listen to my complaints. Finally I got a hold of a very
dedicated woman who coordinated the NJ and NC repair people via the tech reps for both areas.
I HOPE it's fixed'. It has been a nightmare and because I listened to these people, I let the time
and mileage for both New Jersey's Lemon Law and the VW Better Business Bureau Arbitration
program expire because they always jerked my chain about getting it fixed. As a final note I
checked why a throttle body would carbonize in the first place at 18k miles I could go on in
detail about the 23 trips to dealers, my flying down to NC to speak with the Service Manager twice! But, I'd only have another MI and who needs that. The old saying is Never say never,
except if it relates to buying another Volkswagen product. I had a Ghia and a Bug and loved em.
No More VW's for me. When the lease is up this goes back and my kid can buy a different car. I
own a Volkswagen Passat. Twice while the car was covered under warranty this problem was
addressed. However, now for the third time the same problem has re-occurred. This is the side
of the car where my 2 year old child sits and to lock or unlock the door you must do this by
reaching over a car seat. My problem is that each time I have had to have this repaired I must
take time off work, pay for a rental car and VW has not, nor will they offer any assistance with a
rental car or other accommodations. This is the 3rd time this has occurred in 3 years with the
same problem each time. VW is attempting to say this is the same as if a part malfunctioned and
is beyond the warranty. I did not purchase extended coverage for this vehicle and understand if
a part broke it is my problem if I did not get the proper coverage. This is a safety issue whereby
I cannot unlock the door that a small child is seated and I explained this to VW and they have
repeated with the same "canned" response. This is no Joke. I will never buy another VW again.
Thank you. If you have more links, would like to send me a comment, or have your own story
click here. I am sitting here on a cold day with no where to go Because my piece of shit GTI has
a foul battery. On top of having my window clips replaced 3 times on each door, the coils were
replaced only after VW issued a repair letter stating that the dealer could replace them if the car
ran rough and the check engine light did not come on my CE light wasn't coming on and the car
was running like shit but the dealer wouldn't touch it because the CE light wasn't on--makes no
sense This car has been to the dealer 8 times in the last couple of years and all for problems. I
am seriously interested in a "don't buy vw campaign". These cars suck. I have had nothing but
problems with this car and because the light isn't coming on as soon as they get in the car and
start it up they wouldn't fix it. Now my warranty is gone the car is still having problems and they
want me to pay to have it fixed when they didn't do their job while it was under warranty. My car
stalls out and skips like the transmission is bad and they tell me they didn't find any codes like I
said with the car. I was at the dealer ship and told them the problems and they said that it wasn't
doing it but as soon as I started the car the temp light came on immediately. The technician said
I was lying he didn't find anything wrong with my car. Then customer service calls me after I
filed a claim with the BBB. They told me that they can't do anything for me cause there is
nothing wrong with my car. They plugged their test equipment into the cars computer and said,
"Nothing is wrong". The shifting between gears was rough. It got worse as time has gone on,
but not much worse. It wasn't like that when I purchased the car, and I didn't 'rag' the car. They
wouldn't do anything about it and their service department didn't really seem to care. Of course
I agree with your last statement. I also think Volkswagen mechanics rely too much on their
computer diagnostics and don't actually drive the cars to see if the problem persists. The
monkeys do what they are trained to do. After I drove it off the lot and got down the road my
wife noticed a small crack in the windshield. We took it directly back to the dealer and they had
to put a new windshield in. They must have the same monkeys unload them off the truck that
attempt at fixing them. I should have taken that as a sign from the beginning. Received March I

also drive a '99 Jetta, and hate everything about it. Sounds like Mr. Heidt is a typical car
salesman and fed you a line knowing you would just give up. As I tell people, the businesses
that practice bad business will just lose their customers - give it time. Hey, Joe Heidt Motors,
you suck! Disgruntled VW owners unite!!! I don't know how I will sell this disaster of a car! After
calling the dealership, again we were told that it was a normal occurrence, and was not eligible
for recall or factory repair 3 The Repair: Sometime last summer our battery was being drained to
point that we would have to jump it once a month. Here's where it gets fun Thanks for listening!
Received August 6 years ago my wife and I made a mistake and bought a used '91 VW Passat
through a private sale. I would advise you keep shopping. Had the rings replaced to "fix" this
problem. Still have the problem - can't go miles between oil changes without having to add at
least a quart of oil. Needed rear brakes around 25, miles Window fell into driver's side door
twice - had to wait 3 months for the part on the first occasion. Remote key entry doesn't work
right. Driver's side door doesn't lock, but the horn beeps as if everything has locked. That cool
little trick of turning the key and having the windows go down - doesn't work anymore. Both
front seats had some spring break off from underneath. No thanks. And, as if all these problems
were not enough, the people at VW are the absolute worst people to deal with. They treat their
customers like crap! I don't know how they stay in business. I feel sorry for anyone who buys a
VW. I never will again. My experience with Volkswagen has been nothing but terrible. A
nightmare. I got the prices and since I own a garage- I got the discounted prices as well I was
amazed that Rusty Wallace of Dallas had their parts marked up 3X the other dealerships I called.
I wonder how many out of warranty people are being screwed out of their money by Rusty
Wallace? I highly recommend we all join together and sue the pants off of Volkswagon. I also
had a radio knob fall off after 6 months. Thank you -Dino Volkswagen Volkswagen, shortened to
VW, is a German automaker founded in by the German Labour Front, known for the iconic
Beetle and headquartered in Wolfsburg. It is the flagship marque of the Volkswagen Group, the
largest automaker by worldwide sales in and Volkswagen has awful customer service, no
loyalty to their customers and no willingness to help, Nicole complaint on consumeraffairs. This
company has no loyalty to its customers and is not willing to help! As a customer of over 15
years, they collected money from an insurance payout and then refused to take it off my credit
report even though the insurance company paid them within a week! I was in a terrible accident
and am still paying the price! I will never get a Volkswagen again! Go to another car company it's only a matter of time before you belly up. I certify that this review is based on my own
experiece and is my opinion of this person or business. I have not been offered any incentive or
payment to write this review. VW Sucks. Write a Review Edit This Page. Reviews Tell the world
why VW sucks! First Name or Nickname. Your Review. Enter Code. Submit your review. Former
Employee - Customer Experience Representative says "Favorites, lots of work for little pay, plan
to be sick 48hr in advance, need to go-to the we? Be prepared to have it count against you.
Discrimination, harassment, public humiliation. Former Employee - Senior Specialist says
"Many mid-level managers don't care about their employees or invest in them. This is truly a
place where you feel like a cog in a machine. There are no growth opportunities and no
investment in employees. This is only a great place to work if you want to make a decent living,
work with like-minded apathetic people, and don't care about professional growth. Former
Employee - Anonymous Employee says "The most toxic working environment I have ever
experienced. A lot of gossip amongst management and public employee humiliation. I had
nightmares every single day. Please don't waste your time here. Extremely toxic working
environment. If you socialize then you talk too much. If you keep your head down and work you
are penalized for being antisocial. There's people there that non stop talk all day long becoming
disruptive but nothing is done about them. Management has been known to bring up gossip
about other workers in your one on one's. Asking people their thoughts on certain people. The
amount of bullying from a certain Supervisor is overwhelming. It's actually harassment. The
only way to get hired on is if you participate in bullying others and you are constantly telling on
people. The credit department rarely has enough work to keep busy so they become loud,
unruly and disruptive. A lot of inappropriate conversations. It's impossible to just work and
mind your own business because someone is always stalking you. Be prepared to be humiliated
in front of the entire floor. Be prepared to be treated poorly by management. Stop taking every
employee benefit away. Stop requiring people to do amounts of work that are humanly
impossible then being upset when unattainable goals are not met. You are forcing out every
single one of your good employees. You need to pay employees what they are worth. Your
employees make suicide jokes on the floor daily. And this is coming from someone outside of
IT. And the company argues that things are better than how processes were done before. At VW
Credit, company culture is very important to us and we are committed to maintaining a culture
where all employees can thrive, feel respected, and be recognized for their accomplishments.

Broken processes. Toxic office politics environment. They've completely abdicated their
responsibility to train new employees. They have a web based knowledge base that new people
are required to reference before asking any questions. Problem is that it is so poorly written that
a lot of it doesn't make any sense until you've been there a while. And some of it doesn't make
sense at all. Other employees are so scared of having high call times, that no one will help each
other. It's like a Sales environment without any commission or incentives. Former Employee Anonymous Employee says "Boring, redundant and monotonous work. No freedom and no
trust is given to their employees, everything is monitored and documented. People are on
contract for years before securing a real position There's no work life balance, managers expect
everyone to do overtime. Not well looked at to leave at 4pm. No benefits, low pay There's
basically no opportunity to grow and stay in HQ. Sales Executive Former Employee says "Poor
management, very small group vw as a brand is superb but trust group uk are in way over their
heads, very poor commission structure and unrealistic target for the level of custom they have,
poor prospecting data and gdpr breaches are unbelievable! No support from management and a
very prejudice general manager, no job security and an overall joke of a franchise, the
managing directors are very rude and greedy would not recommend to anyone! Fixed
Operations Director Former Employee says "Watched multiple people lose there jobs and
everyone new but the employee losing there job. Was fired because caught the Corona Virus. I
Found my job posted on Indeed 3 days into my 14 day quarantine. They would not return my
phone calls, text messages, or emails. They also would not pay me my final check, nor give me
a break down of my commissions after repeated attempts of me asking for them. Tire and Lube
tech Former Employee says "They fire you the second they find a friend or family to fill your
shoes. Anything they do wrong, they will take extensive measures to hide it. They will blame
you for everything within reason. Accusing you of stealing, because someone was on the phone
and communication is off. Various place. Staff - very sexist. Sales Associate Former Employee
says "This work work place is toxic. Their top sales girls absolutely the worse people you will
ever meet and mangers do not care how the treat employees. They will make you look stupid
and they will talk behind your back and cause drama and as well make you feel comfortable.
They love to be right about everything and if you prove them wrong they will fight you on it.
Again the store manager refuses to speak to their own customers and they love to brag how
much money they make and they will like to throw it in your gaffe to the new people". Head
Volkswagen Technician Former Employee says "People are decent but the overall vibe of the
place is that they cant keep managers long enough to actually get anything done. Don't do it it's
a trap. Sad they give you Christmas ham for a bonus so much for employee appreciation. As
well as survey manipulation. Blah Blah Blah Blah Should not have to answer questions about a
previous employer against my will. Accounts Payable Supervisor Former Employee says "When
negotiating my vacation before accepting the role I was told there would be flexibility. That was
not the case once I started. When policies and procedures within the department started to
unravel my manager pointed fingers and insisted on 60 hour work weeks including every
weekend without her participation. It was the worst work experience of my career. Sales
Professional Former Employee says "Worst decision to work there. No care to customer or
employee. Managers yell and curse like a highschool. It's a revolving door. Avoid the life
sapping energy of this place. Test driving new cars and meeting honest hard working people to
later feed to mangers to scam. Shark tank where management makes money and you get
sapped dry. Service Former Employee says "This dealership has a lot of potential, but it's not
going to happen with the folks that are there in charge. Most of people here are nice and
courteous to each other, with the exception of the service department. The culture in the service
department is very toxic and poor. This is one of the most unprofessional work environments
that I've ever worked in. I have never seen when people can be disruptive, rude, and intoxicated
from open until close and it's been acceptable behavior. This is very unprofessional to me and
anyone who wants to be treated fairly and feel safe in the work place, this not the place for you.
Technician Former Employee says "Get under paid and work long hours, there is no time to
take off for family or things important. Favoritisme niveau salaire. Discrimination et j'en passe.
Repeatedly raised issues and they got ignored. Eventually went to the head of Germany Group
to discuss some issues. I worked a 60 hour week most weeks. Flexible home working was not
an option to the point it was frowned upon. Didn't understand project management. Sales
Consultant Former Employee says "I did not enjoy the car selling business. Saturdays were
your busiest day and it was a rotational environment. The rest of the week was filled with menial
tasks and cold calls to people that didn't want to purchase cars. They were rude and truly
unprofessional with some of the customers that would come in and try to shop for cars.
Encarregado Former Employee says "Uma multinacional com um RH completamente
despreparado, mau treinado e sem gerenciamento. Immanuel Boie says "I had to pay for an

expensive repair, while it should have been under guarantee. I had to bring it to court to get my
hundreds of euro's back. VW Belgium ". Service history to date with VW. In July the car had a
major service and MOT and both passed. No response from the dealership until I wrote to CEO.
They do not accept liability and say it is up to the individual assessor. I have a video of cracking
to tyres which is quite significant. Quality of the work, the attitude of after service staff and
servicing very poor, will not go back. I have no confidence in the dealership. James Baker says
"Trying to complain about the way I have been treated at a dealer and cannot do this without
taking my V5 and two forms of ID to the dealership to confirm I own the car! What a joke The VW
brand is not what it was - I am sick of the way they treat people and their cars are not the quality
they once were.. Shawn Reed says "Buyer beware! Don't buy a Tiguan or any Volkswagen or
you'll regret it. They don't care about their customers or making a q
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uality product, and that warranty they hype so much is worthless if they won't actually fix
serious safety issues. The quick summary: I leased a brand new Volkswagen Tiguan in May of
In less than 4 months, the vehicle has exhibited numerous problems from minor to major
including some safety problems which make the vehicle risky to drive , and the manufacturer
and dealer refuse to help despite several attempts on my part to resolve these issues with them
directly. A detailed description of the problems I have been facing, along with videos illustrating
a couple of the issues, can be found at my website "bad tiguan. Buy anything other than a
Volkswagen. Should be held to a higher standard. BlackSalamander says "Considering they
were originally funded by Hitler, VW offer some decent cars at decent prices. Assistance isn't
the best, but german built things are meant to last. Powered by MediaWiki This page was last
edited on 29 August , at Privacy policy About Everything. Sucks Disclaimers.

